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SILVER CITY,

N. M., WEDNESDAY,

APRIL 3, 1895.

PRICE

5 CENTS

SILVER IN ENGLAND.

many as to tho serious evils resulting
Bimetallism, in fact, in
therefrom.
England, is merely a question of time;
"It therefore urges upon Her Majesty's but unfortunately in this case every moBimetallists are Getting Numerous in government the desirability of
ment of delay is of the most serious imthe Island.
ing with other powers in an internationportance. The question is, cannot someal conference for the purpose of consid thing be done at once?
The United
of
ering
be
can
to
what
States
re
with
measures
agree
America
taken
the governTho Hunk of KiirIiukI'h Directors are
move or mitigate these evils. It is true ment of France and the government and
to See Light on the Financial QueHtion.
that the chancellor salved his conscience parliament of Germany and the British
by saying that the motion was a bimet- house of commons, that the divergence
allic motion with the bimetallism left in the relative value of gold and silver is
Tliere is no man who deserves more out, but if removing or mitigating the a growing evil, and that measures should
credit for earnestness, active, everyday evils arising from the constant fluctua 1x3 taken to stop this evil. Why cannot
vigorous work in the cause of bimetal- tions and growing divergence in the rela- these governments approach each other
lism than Mr. W. II. Grenfell, the chair- tive value of gold and silver is not bi and ascertain how far each is ready to
man of the binietallist parliamentary metallism, what is it? It would be easy go, before a conference is summoned?"
committee, writes Robert P. Porter from to descrilx) the object of those who Imv
"What would be the practical outcome
London to the Philadelphia Press.
lieve in what is called bimetallism in of a conference so far as England is
"Has the sentiment in relation to bi- plainer or simpler language.
metallism in England undergone considThe next conference that is called
"What is the principal aim of bimetal- erable change since 1893?" I asked Mr. lists in England?"
should be called to settle the details of
Grenfell.
"The great aim of bimetallists is to an inferniational monetary agreement,
"Any one," was the reply, "who had mitigate and remove the evils arising the main prineiplesof which should have
an opportunity of gauging the feeling of from the constant fluctuations andgrow- - been agreed upon before. The chancelthe house of commons on the monetary ingdivergence in the relative val ueof gold lor of tho exchequer says that he will
question in 1893 and 1895 could not fail and silver, and the fact that the house
no party to altering tho currency of
to be struck by the great change of opin of commons has unanimously passed a this country, but England can do much
ion which has taken place in it. In 1893 resolution embodying the significance of toward an international bimetallic agree
bimetallism was considered not merely a which it is impossible to exaggerate. It ment, and her people can still maintain
fad, but an unclean thing, too low for is an actual, visible and tangible result the barbaric custom of carrying golden
serious discussion ; in 1895 the closing of of the change of opinion in the house of sovereigns in their trousers pockets. If
the Indian mints, the great fall in price commons. Bimetallism is in the air, it England would open the mints of India
of silver which was the inevitable con is everywhere discussed, the feeling that to the free coinage of silver, if England
sequence of that policy, the depressed there is something very wrong some would consent to put into use the powers
state of agriculture and serious position where, which can be redressed, is grow which she already possesses by act of
of the great productive industries of the ing. The textile districts of Lancashire, keeping one-haof her reserve in silver,
country, owing to the ruinous fall in Cheshire, Yorkshire and Derbyshire are she would do perhaps as much as any
prices, have forced the currency question getting sore and impatient. The Textile other nation toward the rehabilitating of
upon the attention of the most ignorant Curatives' Association of these districts silver, and could do it at once, and withand the most bigoted, and the two form has subscribed 500 to the funds of the out infringing upon any of the conditions
one class."
Bimetallic League. There used to be an laid down by the chancellor of the ex
"The same measure was rejected in old saying in political circles that what chequer. India absorbs silver as the
1893?"
Lancashire thinks first the rest of the sand absorbs water; the open mints of
"The same house of commons whicli country thinks soon after and Lanca- India did as much for silver as the birejected in 1893 a resolution in favor of shire has already begun to ask the rea1 metallic ratio of the Latin union. If
France, Germany and the United States
an international monetary conference son why."
has in 1895 passed a unanimous resolu
"Seriously, then, you lielievc that pub could agree ujion some basis on which to
tion in favor of one; the same chancellor lie sentiment in England will soon favor reopen their mints to silver, and upon
which England would agree to reopen
of the exchequer who in 1893 experi bimetallism?"
h
of
enced a dilliculty in finding words to
"It is only a question of time when the mints of India and keep
express his contempt for the contentions England will follow. The heresy of bi her reserves in silver, bimetallism would
of an international bimetallic ratio to be metallism is already creeping into bank lie established all the world over on an
both possible and necessary has in 1895 ing circles hitherto devoted exclusively absolutely secure basis, and an arrangeassented to the statement that this house to the worship of the golden calf. Seven ment could be speedily arrived at withregards with increasing apprehension directors of the Bank of England are fa out in any way affecting the prejudices
the constant fluctuations and the grow vorable to the bimetallic cause. Oite of and ignorance of the British people."
"Has not tliia proposition, or one siming divergence in the relative value of the liest known of them Mr. Liddordale
to it, lieen made before?"
of
the
in
ilar
in
has late taken an active part
gold and silver, and heartily concurs
"It. is a most remarkable fact, and one
the recent expressions of opinion on the work of the league, and has supported i
part of the government of France and on public platforms. The league, too to which sullicient attention has not
n
bankers among its h'en cnlled, that Mr. Gladstone's irovern- the government and parliament of Ger numbers
1

lf

one-fift-
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nicnt in 1881 made a very similar proposal, and offered, if the mints of the
Latin union were reopened to silver, to
h
keep
of the bank reserves of the
Rank of England in silver, which can be
done by law at the present moment.
Surely we have here the basis of an

who would make excellent and practical
American members of such a commission.
They were all loud in praise of Mr.
Leonard Courtney's closing speech,
which was admittedly the ablest on the
side of the bimetallists. Had Mr. Balfour
been present he also would have made a
equitable arrangement.
Personally, I strong speech on the subject.
would much rather sec England become
lllmvn To 1'inrcn.
frankly and openly bimetallic, with abA miner named Carl Green, employed
solutely free coingagc of gold and silver
mine in Orat the international ratio; but recog- in the
nizing the obstinacy of the English char- gan district, was killed by an explosion
acter, and the fact that England has of giant powder in the tunnel at 3 o'clock
lieen on a gold standard since 1816, and last Monday morning. Green was workthe frightful consequences which will ing alone in the tunnel and had half a
follow from delay, I believe that if Eng- box of giant powder with him. The
powder was exploded by some means,
land were to make the important concession I have mentioned, the bimetallic and Green was blown to shreds.
Buildings at the mouth of the tunnel
system would be established and obtain
all over the world, England included." were wrecked, and ore cars and tools
"But will the present government be were scattered all ever the country. The
called upon to deal with the question end of the powder house was blown off
one-fift-

Bennett-Stephenso-

n

but the contents were not disturbed.
anyhow?"
"The present government in England Men working in other parts of the mine
is holding on toollice by an exceedingly were alarmed by the detonation, and
small majority. There is no doubt that had no dilliculty in getting out.
Superintendent llogers and another
if a government under Lord Salisbury
and Mr. Hal four succeeded the present man tried to get into the tunnel, and
one, the cause of international monetary penetrated far enough to find a piece of
reform would be in the hands of firm Green's body ami to smell burning llesh
friends instead of frightened enemies, and clothing, but were driven back by
and the way to a practical issue would the suffocating fumes of powder.
Green's father, who lives at Cerrillos,
be much smoother; but if the United
States, Germany and France are in earn- was notified by w ire and telegraphed a
est in the matter, a preliminary inter- request that the remains of the young
change of views would certainly tend man be recovered and sent home
toward saving any unnecessary delay." Young Green was an unmarried man.
I was in one of the cozy directors' rooms Independent Democrat.
of the Hank of England the morning after
Nothing In This
the resolution assenting to an internaAnother dirty republican falsehood has
tional money confert'ence passed the
been exploded. The other day the Las
house of commons. One hardly associVegas Optic stated in its editorial col
ates the Hank of England with bimetalA. B. Fall had pre
lism, and yet I find there has been a umns that
marked change in theattitudeof Hritish ferred some sort of a charge or other
bankers on this question. The occasion against United States Marshal Hall
was, in fact, a sort of accidental meeting The latter named gentleman returned to
of bimetallists in the room of Mr. Henry the city from Albuquerque yeslerdayand
H.Gibbs.director of the Hank of England, last night he was asked about it. With
formerly governor of the bank, and now that. genial smile of his, Mr. Hall said:
president of the Bimetallic League. Mr. "There's nothing in it. I was satisfied
Gibbs is a line looking man, with full of that long ago, but I have just had a
snow white k'ard, and hair parted in the letter from Judge Fall saying that the
middle and brushed back, displaying a story is a malicious falsehood, and re
high, intellectual forehead. Naturally, ferring me to the department of justice
Mr. Oil ibs was delighted with the result. for confirmation of his statement." Thus
To say the least, it is a recognition of bi- another republican mare's nest has been
metallism as an issue which heretofore exploded. New Mexican.
those opposed to it in England have refused to accord. Always charming and
Some eastern exchanges tell of a countcourtly, the president of the Himetallic erfeit half dollar, which has made its
League seemed unusually so upon t he day
recently. Several ersons have
in question. A number of friends had Ik'cii caught, as the false coin, at first
dropped in to congratulate this linn glance, has the apieareiice of the genubeliever in bimetallism. Mr. Oibbs ine article. The color, ring and weight
seems to think that if the right men are of the metal is good, but when closely
selected for the congress or conference, felt, the fingers can detect a' smooth sursomething will be done. He spoke of face that suggests lead. Besides, the
General Francis A. Walker, of Senator stars on the back of the coin are someAllison, and of other moderate silver men what blurred.

Inquiries About New Mexico.

Mr. T. J. Curran, the photographer,
who is a member of the special committee of Montezuma lodge, A. F. and A.M.
appointed to promote the work of establishing at Santa Fe a national Masonic
home for consumptives, returned yesterday from an extended trip through the
east. He talks most entertainingly of
his trip. Among other things, he said
today to the New Mexican :
"I was surprised at the number of in
quiries regarding New Mexico. There
seems to be a general dissatisfaction
among the masses of the eastern people
on account of the late depression, and
those that are now back at work chafe
under debts accumulated during the dull
season and are anxious to better their
condition ; and they believe they can do
so only by leaving the
east.
"The irrigation people are also doing
good work for the west, by organizing
colonization clubs and have begun what
they call a campaign of education. So
it is not an uncommon thing to have
people asking aliout the storage of water,
etc., showing their interest. I predict
that there will be a great move west
ward in the next year.
Everything
tends that way ; I mean to the Rocky
mountain region, where 4waler can lie
stored. The people of western Kansas
and eastern Colorado are also very much
discouraged because of droughts, and it
will take very little to start them on a
move to the mountain valleys.
They
have grave doubts as to the success of
any plan to help their condition. Literature sent among them now would help
New Mexico considerably. New Mexican.
over-crowd-

An effort is going to be made this season to do something in the mines at Carlisle. Since the Carlisle Gold company
closed down its mine and mill there has
not been much done in the camp. Several strikes of rich ore have been made
and some of the mines have been
worked in a desultory way but for the
past five years there has been little work
done in the camp compared to what had
been done there before.
Within the
past few weeks more work haslecn done
there than there has been liefore for
months and some very rich ore has lieen
found. Whether it will holdout remains
to be seen. An attempt will Ik- - made to
work the old Carlisle property and with
economical management the venture
may prove a success.

The mining outlook is more encourg-in- g
for this part of New Mexico than it
has been in many months. There are
few idle miners in this county now and
there will he employment for more within the next fev weeks.
A number of new bicycles have made
their appearence on the streets of this
city within the past few days.
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About 1,200 shade tree were planted in
Taxpayers of this county do not seem
1
in any hurry alwut paying their Las Vegas last month. This makes Las
taxes for 1804. Payments on account of Vegas the banner town for tree planting
Newsy Notes of Happenings Purely
taxes are not expected to be very heavy this year. Sliver City might have folLocal.
until June. Taxes of all previous years lowed the example with profit although
this city now has more fine shade trees
become due on the first of July next.
(Jrlst ot Keutluble rartigriipliH Which
to
roof than can be found in any other town in
Robert l.lack has the contract
Nlioulil Not he Overlooked
the Miller residence which was badly New Mexico.
Hy Our KeuderH,
John M. Wright, esq., formerly a prom
damaged by fire some time ago. This
was the finest residence property in the inent attorney ot tins city, is now en
gaged on a big mining case in the United
Mr. and Mrs. H. Rosenberg gave a city previous to the lire. It is now owned
States circuit court in California. The
become
who
has
quite
C.
by
F.
Grayson,
party laHt Wednesday evening.
in real estate in this case is that of the Argonaut Mining com
interested
heavily
A 4000 gallon tank was made at Rlack's
pany vs. the Kennedy Mining and Millcity.
mill last week to go out to White Signal.
Shipments of bullion from this place ing company and Mr. Wright is the atIt is reported that there was a lively
have been heavy this year but ore torney for the defendant. Since his removement in real estate at Doming last
shipments have been light. Most of the sidence in California, Mr. Wright has
week.
bullion shipped comes from the Mogollón established a reputation as one of the
leading attorneys of San Francisco.
The students, of the normal school and district and it is expected that the shiptheir friends will go to Santa Rita next ments from that district will be very Cattle buyers have been quite numerous
Friday for a picnic
largely increased within the next three in this part of the territory for the past
few days. The prospect for good prices
The social club gave a dance at the or four months.
for cattle this year is brightening consid-ferablrink last Friday evening at which there
&
car
Ilanness shipped another
Sapp
Many thousands of cattle have
was a gooil attendance.
load of copper ore to the Pennsylvania
been
sold and some of the stock
already
Win. Smith came up from Deming Salt company last week. The last shipof
are making prepara
raisers
the
county
Ü2
last Friilay afternoon and was taken to ment bv them ran
per cent, copper.
the sisters' hospital. He has a broken They have out about "00 tons of second tions to ship their stock on their own
leg.
class ore which they think can be accounts. The ranges will be lightened
considerably within the next two months.
J. A. Ancheta has temporarily thrown smelted here at a good profit, but they
'.lack's mill resumed operations last
be1000
tons
off the cares of state and is engaged in expect to get out at least
week.
This mill was dismantled some
smelting
fore
commence
ore.
they
harvesting the egg crop on his father's
ago,
most of the machinery lieing
time
17
ranch.
prisoners, on
Last month there were
to Oklahoma in anticipation of a
sent
confined
in
jail
county
the
an
"vernge,
The supply of beef in this city came
The number during boom in that part of the country, but no
near giving out last week.
Fat cattle ul lma
boom came. A few weeks ago Mr. Plaek
are rather dillicult to obtain at this sea- I'ebruary was 17. The expense of
maintaining the jail was about the same went to El Paso and secured a complete
son of the year.
during
these two months that it has outfit of wood working machinery. An
The spring term of the district court
engine and boiler were secured at the
for this judicial district will be held in averaged per month during the past three
d
Flagler works here and the mill was
Sierra county this month and in this or four years, that is to say that the jail
is now running as of yore.
and
up
is now costing the county about half the
county in May.
Mr. Plack is one of the oldest residents
amount it has been costing.
There were some windy days last week,
of Silver City and the fact that he has
When the (precinct school elections are
but, taken as a whole, last month had
fitted up his mill is sullicient evidence
over
there will be no more elections un
fewer windy days than usual for the
that he has confidence in the future prostil next year. Within the past five
month of March.
perity of this city.
months there have been three elections
P.. T. Link altered the interior of his
held in this city; the general election
meat market last week so that now he
last November, the precinct election last
has more shelf-rooand he will carry a January and the city election yesterday.
larger line of groceries.
School officers are to be chosen in the
A number of men were employed here precincts outside of this city and then
last week and sent out to White Signal there will be no more elections until
to take out ore for the new mill there next year. If the legislature had passed
which is Hearing completion.
a law providing for the election of pre
The funeral of Mrs. Hunter, who died cinct ollicers at the general election i
on Tuesday of last week, took place on deal of time and expense would havt
Thursday afte moon last.
It was con- been saved.
ducted by Helen Rebekah lodge of this
Charles Pishop of this place, carried a
city and was largely attended.
bullet in his uniior law for thirty-tw- o
It is quietly whispered around that years, but parted company with it last
there will be some more weddings in week. Hewasshotin the right cheek
this city soon. The interested parties thirty-tw- o
years ago and the bullet
are trying to keep quiet about it and Tun lodged near the inner corner of the right
Eaoi.e wouldn't publish their names for eye. It gradually worked down and was,
TUMI W W.
anything.
at times, troublesome. Last week
The search for James Dolan, who mys- caused severe pains on the left side of
teriously disappeared front Gold Hill a Mr. liishoo s face and lie linallv suc
C. H. FARGO & CO. mfrs.
few weeks ago lias been given up. It is ceeded in getting it out. The bullet
MARKET ST. CHICAGO
of
a For Sale by
believed that ho was murdered and that flattened so that it is in the shape
the body lias been concealed by theinur-- 1 wedge and was apparently of ..'18 caliber.
It is not corroded in the least.
derer or murderers.

ITEMS OF INTEKEST.
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fit-to-

Fargo's $2.50

...Shoes...
0

I

C.C. Shoemaker.
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PERSONAL
Mention

Mrs. J. English and daughter Jennie
were down from Pinos Altos last Thurs-

PALAVER.

Mr. and Mrs. Clark Rodgers were in
from Lone mountain last Saturday.

day.

of People You Do and Do
Not Know.

District Attorney Harllee went to Las
Don H. Kcdzic, editor of the Western Cruces last Thursday where he had some
Liberal, was over from Lordsburg last important legal business to attend to.
week.
The Eaoi.e a year and the AVorld AlLloyd Payne, brother of Mrs. Gurdon manac for $2. Send in your subscriptions.
Bradley, was in the city from Lordsburg
S. S. Brannin came in from the Sap-ell- o
last week.
last Sunday afternoon to attend the
Harry Booth, who has been in Kansas
meeting of the lward of county commisCity for some time, arrived in the city
sioners.
last week.
Easter Hats and Bonnets today at
Misses Amelia and Mary Ott, who;
Gilbert's. Prices to suit all.
have lcen to Denver on a visit, reflirned
John A. Moses, who has been in the
last Thursday.
employ of the Lyons & Campbell Ranch
J. L. Vaughn, one of the staunch demo- - and Cattle Company, has resigned his
erats of the Mimbres valley, was in position and will probably go to St.
town this week.
Louis.
Mr. and Mrs. James S. Fielder reSubscribers to The Eaoi.e can get the
turned from their wedding trip last Sat- World Almanac free by paying a year's
subscription in advance. Read the adurday afternoon.
vertisement on another page.
Bring your job work to Tun Eaoi.e ofR. II. Speed was out on the Mimbres
fice. It will be done neatly, promptly and
at reasonable rates.
last week. He says that fruit raisers on
the river are looking for a good fruit
Rev. Edward S. Cross, of the Episcopal church here, will lecture at Deining crop this year from Brockman's up to
the mill.
next. Saturday evening.
We have marked down all our goods to
The celebrated Wilson Heaters, the
suit the present times, and invite cash
most economical Heating Stove manufactured, can le found only at Neff's. purchasers to call and convince themselves that thev will save from 25 to 50
Call and see them.
per cent, over former prices.
Tom Boone, who went to Oklahoma
Bank Building Bazaar,
from this place some months ago, reA akos Sciiivrz, Proprietor.
turned last Sunday afternoon.
Commissioner Clark came up from
Easter Hats and Bonnets today at Deining last Sunday to attend the meet-o- f
Gillicrt's. Prices to suit all.
the l)oard of county commissioners
Send in your subscription to Tin;
this week. The high winds at Deming
Eaoi.e and get the World Almanac free.
last week blew off his whiskers and some
See our offer on another page.
of his old friends here did not recognize
Mayor Fleming returned last Saturday
him.
from a trip in the northern part of the
territory inspecting coal mines.
I'nr Sule Kiuieh.
of
80 acres, patented and on
Ranch
The choicest, freshest ami most complete stock of candies and fruit in the record ,50 acres tillable, 20 under cult ivation, well water, houses and corral and
city at Bishop's Postollice store.
all but 5 acres under fence.
Good govMr. and Mrs. N. A. ltolich came up ernment land on three sides. Price
from Peniing last week. Mrs. Bolich is sflioO. Inquire at Eaoi.e oilice.
here undergoing medical treatment.
Fresh Strawberries every day at the
Postollice Emporium.
Baxtku Bishop,
NEWLY REFITTED and FÜR-- .
Mrs. Amelia Donohoe, sister of Mrs.
NISIIEI) THROUGHOUT.
J. L. Vaughn, who is visiting her sister
on the Mimbres was here this week.
:

Other Interesting Mutter Which Clin Ite
KcikI With l'rofit Hy All Our
Townspeople.
AV.

APRIL 8, 1895.

H. Jack was nt Las Vegas last week.
goods just received at Robin-

New

son's.
W. D. Duke was up from Deining last
week.

If you want a Parlor stove go to Robinson's.
R. P. Hart was here from Lordslmrg
last week.
Fresh candies every day at Martin
Maher's.
Mrs. Fielder went out to the Mimbres
last week.
See the Cook Stoves and Ranges at
Robinson's.
Clarence Bayne is back from a trip to
the Mogollón.
e
Fine line of cigars at Bishop's
:t:i
store.
II. Fit.Simnions was in from Alham-br- a
this week.
liest Kansas patent Hour for sale at
Martin Maher's.
Alvah Mason was down from Pinos
Altos last Monday.
Faster Hats and Bonnets today at
Gilbert's. Prices, to suit all.
Miss Cora Derbyshire is here from
Pinos Altos on a visit.
Rev. and Mrs. Fitch left for the east
last Saturday morning.
Don't read vour neighbor's paper but
suhscrilte for Tub Eaoi.h.
M. II. Twomey has gone out to the
new camp at White Signal.
Fine line of Pocket and Table Cutlery
at St. George Robinson's.
J. X. Upton rame in from his ranch
on the Mimbres this week.
post-ollie-

Broadway Hotel.

Easter Hats and Bonnets today at
Gilbert's. Prices to suit all.
P. J. Dodd and Fred Shelton will soon
start out on a prospecting trip.
The niaiiioti'iiii'iil of this popular lintel luis
Mrs. C. II. Fox was in town this week
Library
Lamps,
liccii resumed by Mis..!. Murk anil t ho
Banquet
Lamps
a
ami
visiting Mrs. S. S. Derbyshire.
large variety of Plain and Ornamental
pulillewMI Hint U FIRST CLASS
United States Attorney Money arrived Lamps, at lower prices than can be
In every pa rile ill nr.
tound elsewliere, at Xell s.
in the city last Sundav afternoon.
llriiiidway.Silver Cllv. X. M.
George. D. Lincoln, une of the legal
lights of P inos Altos wuh here lust Mon-da-

John

Hooks, Stationery, Notions etc at the
Postotliee EiiiNrium.
Baxtkh Bishop,

He

Bikm

kmax, Pres.-

-

Tuos. F. Conway, Vice Pres.

y.

Faster Hals and Bonnets today
Gilbert's. Prices to suit all.

Silver City National Bank
SILVER CITY, N. M.

CAPITAL $50,000.
at

W. Caktkii, Cashier

3539.

Assessor Childers was at. Deining last
week rounding up the taxpayers of that

place.

J.

DEPOSITS

Atlrmire mude
SOLICITED.

SURPLUS $14,000.
on (lohl

and Silver Bullion.
EXVUASGE

FOR SALE.
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SIBLEY ON SILVER.
Some

Sensible

Ideas

on

Intrinsic

Value.

Extract From

CoiigrenHiiian Slbley'H Speech
on the CarllHle Currency Kill In
the House of

Men tell me that money must have
intrinsic value, forgetful of the fact that
a paper bank was established in Venice
in the eleventh century whose bills of
emission at no time failed to command
a premium over and alwve gold and silver. Historians inform us that the premium upon the paper over gold in commercial transactions rose as high as 32
per cent, until by law the republic declared that it should be illegal to demand
in excess of 20 per cent, premium on the
paper money over gold and silver coin
of standard value.
That bank was
founded, stood the shock of arms, the
mutations of time and governments, for
five hundred years, and until the day
that Napoleon marched his conquering
legions into Venice. The faith and the
property of the Venetian republic stood
as a sure foundation for issue.
Let some politician deny this proposition, but liefore he does sobe had better step into the congressional library
and call for Covill's History of Money,
or any one of the multitudinous works
published before this question became a
burning issue in American political life.
Yon demand intrinsic value in your
money, and yet you propose to found and
perpetuate in your present financial
scheme money which has novulue whatever outside the credit which we may
ascribe to the value of individual obligations, except so far as the government
must stand under this money as its final
guarantor.
You demand intrinic value, and say
you must have money which will stand
the fire test and the hammer test. Will
the paper currency you propose stand
the fire test ? Will the liomls which gentlemen propose to issue in place of the
0
money to the extentof
defy the elements? You have a
We
gold dollar ami I a silver dollar.
each strike our dollar with the hammer,
and you then tell me that your gold dollar is worth 100 cents, while mine is
worth but 50. Why is it so? In company we go to the director of the mint,
and you hand in your gold dollar and
say: "Sir, I have met with an accident
and mutilated my gold dollar and desire
to have it recoined." "Certainly," replies the director, "but you need not
await the recoining process, here is
I
another gold dollar in its stead."
accihave
met
I
an
"Sir,
to
him:
state
dent with my silver dollar, occurring at
the same time that the gold dollar met
legal-tend-

er

$500,-000,00-

APRIL 8, 18!)5.

with its accident. I am therefore impelled to ask you to recoin my silver dollar
or to give me one from the pile that I see at
your side." His reply is, "No, we can
neither recoin your silver dollar nor give
you another in its place." Is it great
wonder that with the equal mintage privilege denied by legislation the one
maintains its value and the other loses
one-ha- lf
its value? Does not the wonder lie in the fact that in spite of such
discrimination it maintains its value as
as well as it does?
The struggle today is between the
f
debtor and creditor classes. With
the world's money of final account
destroyed, the creditor can demand twice
as much of the products of your field,
your shop, and yourenterprise and labor
for his dues. In this struggle between
debtor and creditor the latter has taken
undue advantage and by legislation
doubled and trebled the volume of the
debt. For example, suppose you had
given a note to your neighlwr promising
to pay, one year after date, ,500 bushels
of wheat. You thrash the grain, measure it into the bin, and notify your creditor that the wheat is at his disposal.
He goes to the granary, sacks the wheat
and then brings up your note and states,
"I have taken 500 bushels, which I have
endorsed on your note. I will call on
you for the balance when next year's
crop is harvested." You say, "Why did
you not take all the wheat and let me
make full payment?" The note holder
answers, "I did take all the wheat, and
there were only 500 bushels iif the bin
instead of 1,500."
You fail to understand how that can

5

ability to pay unless we changed the
standard of measure." But you reply,
"Sir, we who have obligations maturing,
contracts long outstanding, have never
asked or consented to the enactment of
such legislation. Our representatives in
congress never permitted us to understand that any such legislation was pending." He replies, "Sir, you might have
known it had you desired to do so, or
had you kept yourself as well posted in
legislative affairs as do the holders of obligations calling for products of the soil
for payment. We have our representatives in congress. We reward them for
their fidelity to our interests; we punish
them for fidelity to yours. You are not
capable of comprehending problems of
such intricate nature
involved in
the system of weights and measures.
While you have been debating the tariff
wo have lieen students of the financial
school taught by Rothschild and his
American allies. You should not produce so much wheat, or should devote
your attention to better tillage of the
soil. You should be steadfast and loyal
to our congressmen and to our party.
Vote the straight ticket and beware of
the evils of overproduction."
Mr. Chairman, this, in my judgment,
is not a
illustration, but depicts the exact condition against which
production
protests. Thedebtor's
obligation, true, does not call for wheat
in specific terms. It calls for dollars,
but by legislation we have made the dollar three times as large in purchasing
power or in measuring values as it was
before. We talk about gold being the
only money of intrinsic value, ami at
Yon know that you tempt to befog and mystify the masses
le possible.
thrashed out and measured into that bin by telling them that it has intrinsic val1,500 bushels of wheat. You go to the ue, when its value is merely the artifigranary and find that it is true. No cial product of legislation.
wheat is there, but there appears to Ik
Enact a law, to be rigidly enforced,
an enormous lot of wheat upon those providing that no meat of any kind,
wagons for 500 bushels, and you ask the whether "lish, flesh or fowl," except
note holder, "Who measured this wheat? mutton, shall be used for food. What
and let me see how you measured it." will be the intrinsic value of your beef
You see something in the form of a cattle, of your swine, your poultry, and
measure about as large as a washtub, your tish tomorrow? The mutton-heade- d
and you ask him what that is. He tells monometallists would tell you that the
measure with great increase in the value was because
you that is the
which he measured your wheat; but you of its intrinsic worth. Let this nation
reply, "My dear sir that holds more than and the commercial nations of the globe
half a bushel; that measure will hold 6 enact a law tomorrow, that neither cotpecks." He answers, "Correct, it does ton, nor silk, nor fabric should be used
hold 6 pecks, but it now takes 12 pecks for clothing or covering, forbid the factoto make a bushel, instead of 4 peeks. ries of the world to spin or weave aught
Together with other friends who had but wool, and what will be the intrinsic
wheat coming to us we went before the value of cotton or silk thereafter? Wool
committee on coinage, weights, and will be king; its value will be enhanced,
measures and secured the passage of a but cotton, hemp, and silk will be as
legislative enactment, that it should re- valueless as weeds or as gossamer webs.
With the mints open to free and unquire 12 perks instead of 4 pecks to make
coinage of Itoth gold and silver
limited
a bushel. We have secured this legislation for the proper protection of the hold- there has never been a moment when
ers of wheat obligations, for our own se- silver has not maintained its parity with
curity, and for fear that we should be- gold, and at a ratio of 16 to 1 commanded
come timid and lose confidence in your a premium of more than .') er cent, over
one-hal-

as-ar-

1

half-bush- el

y
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gold. And if, by some fortunate discoveries tomorrow, gold should be found in
great quantities sufficient to lessen the
income of the annuitant, the bondhold-ing- ,
or the
class, there
would arise a demand for the demoneti-- .
zation of gold and the establishment of
the pearl, ruby, or diamond standard of
values. Whatever standard can bring
to grasping hands and greedy hearts the
most of the toil, the sweat, and unrequited effort of his fellow-mathis
standard will be demanded by the representatives of greed, and must be resisted by those who represent humanity
and Christianity.
fixed-inco-

n,
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NOTES FROM CENTRAL.
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Chntrai., N. M. April 1. Times are
very quiet here this week. Mr. Harry
MeAlister commenced work on the
Scotch Lassie mine yesterday.
It is rumored here that I troop 1st
cav. will, in a few weeks remove from
Fort Bayard to Texas.
The photographer at the fort, came
down Sunday and took a picture of the
members of the Shakespeare club.
The programe

of

the Shakespeare club

was very elaborate last Friday evening,

very many being present.
Mr. Will liarrett, who has been quite
ill for the past two weeks, is
Mrs. Idus Fielder, visited Mrs. Murrav
last week.
Mrs. Robert Golden, of Silver City, has
leen visiting her sister, Mrs. Julius
Wellgehausen for a few days past.
Mess. Chas. Chapín, Win. MeAlister
and J. W. Weinbrenner, will start on a
prosjiecting trip to Durango, Mex, in-few weeks.
There will be a ball given at the school
house Friday evening for the benefit of

the Shakespeare club.
Mr. Newt Potter and others shipped
some nice ore from the Grand Central
mine Monday.
Mr. II. J. Hutchinson sent 1275.00 in
gold bullion to Fargo & Co's bank in
California, last week. The gold came
from the mines surrounding Central.
Mr. Will Lowry visited Silver City
Sunday.
Mess. John Holland and Jim Murray
went over to Silver Citv Sundav to plav
ball.
Mr. Julius Wellgehausen visited Silver City last week on business.
Judge J. C. (tivens visited Silver City
Saturday on business.
Dr. 11. C. Anderson went over to Silver City Saturday on business.
Kanaiia.
Mrs. John llrockman left for

vesterdav.
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THE MAÑANA RAILROAD.
Strong Probability

That It Will bo Hullt
the Near Future.
Mr. C. F. Grayson, of the Silver City
National bank, returned from a trip to
the east last Sunday afternoon. He says
that there is a marked revival in business in New York and that there is a
better feeling there now than there has
been for many months. Capital is seek
ing investment and New Mexico
is
looked qji with more favor than for some
time past.
While there is no money for wildcat
speculation there is enough for all legit
imate enterprises. The project of building a railroad from Detning into Mexico
is looked on with favor by some of the
leading capitalists of New York and London and it is quite probable that the
road which has lieen under considerat ion
for so long a time will be built and at no
distant day, in fact Mr. Gravson will
immediately look into the matter and
communicate his views to the interested
parties in New York.
Mr. Grayson is the agent and adviser
of some of the leading capitalists of the
east who are willing to invest in legiti
mate enterprises here and the fact that
he has determined to make this his
home is a matter of great importance to
this section. Much eastern capital has
been wasted in this part of New Mexico
in visionary schemes and wildcat specu
lation and now capitalists are naturally
timid about placing their ' money here,
but if they have reasonable assurance
that capital will be used conservatively
there will U no dilliculty in getting it
here.
in

Mr. J. II. Hicks, successor to J. A.
Kemmis, will soon add to his stock of
jewelry a line selection of watches,
chains and other goods. It is his inten
tion to keep a first class stock of jewelry
and he will do all kinds of repairing and
engraving.
Aaron Schutz returned from El Paso
last Sunday after a week's visit there
with his family. Mrs. Schutz and chil
dren are still in El Paso.
Mrs. Kerry and Miss ltrownell are here
from Georgetown on a visit.

The

There is a probability that the Den- ver and Rio Grande railroad will be ex
tended to the Mogollón mining district
in the near future. Denver capitalists
of almost unlimited means are inter
ested in the mines in the Mogollón coun
try and they will use their efforts to
have the railroad extended to this important camp. It would pass through a
part of the territory which, as yet, is far
removed from railroads and would open
up a large section of the territory in addition to giving an outlet to Mogollón.
Mrs. Cobb and Miss Lilian Young left,
yesterday morning, for St. Joseph, Mo.,
on a visit to Mrs. Goldsmith, a daughter
V

of Mrs. Cobb.

mmmi

mmm
Coin's Financial

School

has made more converts to the silver cause than any other publication. We will send it free to any
one paying a year's subscription to
Tiik Eagle in advance. Send $2
and get Thk Eagle and this valuable book. Address

Thk Eagle,
Silver City, N.

M.

Administration.
TOTIGE IS 11EKEBY GIVEN THAT THE
underslnned hits Itt'cit appointed udmlnls- trutnrof the estate of Albert, Stranch, lately
deceased, mid that, all persons having claims
against, said estate, and also all persons who
are Indebted to t he same, are hereby required
to present the same to htm on or before the
expiration of one year from and after the da to
of his appointment at the probate court in
and for Grant county New Mexico.
.MILIUM

March, lililí

1.".

Kl.LOKIIArSKN.
4- -t

CLARK- WHITSON-LEITC-

H

MUSICCO.
EL PASO, TEXAS,
11!)

Sim Fiw imiten Si,

Piano.
ALBUQUERQUE, A'.
203 lliviliimi Amine.

.V.,

Sell reliable goods on easy monthly payments.
Can refer to many families with whom they have dealt.
Tuning of pianos in Grant county attended to.
Write them for catalogue of new style Pianoi, Tudny,
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Trouble at a Dance.

Killed In a Drunken Row.

John Galvin, one of the oldest residents of Deming, was brought up and
put in jail here last Saturday to await
the action of the next grand jury on a
charge of assault with intent to kill.
Bail was fixed hy the justice at Deming
at $3,000 which Galvin was unable to
give. Win. Smith, the man whom Galvin
assaulted, was brought to the sisters'
hospital here last Friday with a broken
leg and other serious injuries from which
Dr. Kennon stated that he could not reHe died on Monday morning
cover.
last and Mr. Galvin will probably be
tried at the next term of the district
court here for murder.
Mr. Galvin has the reputation of lteing
a peaceable man when soler but this is
not the first time he has got into trouble
on account of his bibulous habits. The
killing of Smith resulted from a drunken
quarrel.
A. II. Mordicad, after a residence on
a ranch above towji for gome time, dur
ing w hich period he has not been in Silver City very frequently, has accepted a
position in T. 15. Link's meat market
This is not a new business for Mr. More-heahe having been engaged in the
d,

same business here more than twenty
years ago.
The Siempre Vive whist club met at
the residence of Eugene Cosgrove last
Saturday evening. Mrs. M. A. Fielder
and Col. Dick Hudson captured the first
prizes while Miss Derbyshire and Mr.
Hinman received the prizes for prollcien
cy in the art of holding their tallies against
A very pleasant evening
all comers.
was spent.
Mail service has been discontinued lie- tween Cliff and Gila postollices on the
Gila river. Cliff is on the stage route
between this place and Mogollón and
mail has lieen carried from Cliff to Gila
which is a side route. How mail will be
supplied to Gila or whether the ollice
will he discontinued is not yet known
here.
The biggest stock run, in the history
of the Atchinson road, has been begun
and a mini I tor of trainloads went east
yesterday and today. The shipments
will continue through two weeks, the
number of ears provided by the road, for
the service, amounting to 1,000. The
cattle are chielly from Mexico. Optic.
Wednesday evening John Galvin and
l'.illy Smith failed to see matters, under
discussion, in the same light, so Galvin
assaulted Smith w ith a stove poker; the
curtain went up on the second actSmith was discovered with a broken leg
and Galvin in the city "strong Ixjx."
Upon lieing arraigned this nioriiing, Galvin waived examination and was bound
over to await action of the grand jury.
He will be taken to Silver City tomorrow. Headlight.

Card of Thanks.

I desire to express my sincere thanks
At a dance at Hanover recently there
was a free fight which resulted in the to the many kind friends who rendered
serious injury of one man and several services in my late affliction, also to the
minor injuries to a number of others. members of Helen Rebekah lodge for
A man named Potter, who was said to their assistance.
Mus. M. J. Clayto.v.
have been drinking, made himself a little
too free witli Mrs. Clark, wife of Thomas
Alfalfa is a curious grass, but a paying
Clark who was indicted some time ago
one
says an exchange. It is better than
the
in
of
Mexican
over
a
for the killing
Sapello country. Mrs. Clark told her a bank account, for it never fails or goes
husband about the matter and Clark into the hands of a receiver. It is weath
proof, for the cold does not injure it
called Potter out and beat him over the er
and
the heat makes it grow all the bet ter.
Others
severely.
a
pistol
very
head with
A winter flood will not drown it and a
came out and the trouble resulted in a
fire will not kill it. As a borer it is
free fight. Clark has left the country
to an artesian well. When growequal
not
will
and it is quite probable that he
ing there is no stopping it. Begin cutsoon.
return
ting a twenty acre field, and when your
If all reports are true, the mining last load of hay is handled at one end of
camps of northern Sierra county will the field the grass is ready to cut at the
soon be flooded with mining experts and other end of it. For filling a milk can,
capitalists. The gold properties of an alfalfa fed cow is equal to a hand
Chloride and Grafton are beginning to pump. Cattle love it. hogs fatten upon
attract attention, and if thedevelopment it and a hungry horse will want nothing
else. Bees will leave all other bloom
of our L'old mines start up with careful
for alfalfa. If your land will grow alfal
Cripple
developers,
and
liberal investors
Creek will have a strong rival. lllack fa, you will have the drop on dry weather. Once started on your land, alfalfa
Range.
will stay by you like Canada thistles or
The Mushroom whist club is a new or a first-clamortgage, but only to make
ganization which numbers among its you wealthier and happier.
membership some of the most proficient
Workmen are putting the finishing
whist players of Silver City. The first
on the telephone line between
touches
meeting of the club will lie held this
this
place and Mogollón. The new line
of
Rivers.
Wm.
evening at the residence
will soon be in working order.
The entertainment given by the Fort
rayard minstrels last Friday evening
F.
was not very well attended. It takes a
different kind of a performance to draw FIKE, LIFE AND ACCIDENT
a large audience in this place.
ss

Lorenz,

Wm.

The freeze last week killed peaches in
Some were
some parts of the county.
killed in town while other trees show no
evidence of having either buds or blossoms injured.

B. T.

INSURANCE.
Notary Pi'iti.ic.
Olltei! lit

I'dst-oHl-

SILVER CITY, NEW MEXICO.

LINK,
Proprietor of the

PEOPLE'S
C

y EAT
Market

Will constantly keep on hand the choicest

Beef,

Pork and Mutton.

Oysters, Fish and Game in Season.
Also a full line of FRUIT.

HULLA

We solicit your patronage.

RP ST.. SILVER CITY.
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missioners refuse to pay any portion of
the bonded debt of the county. On the
other hand, if the railroad bonds should
be declared illegal, the county would be
relieved of a considerable portion of the
debt and the remaining part could be
paid off in the ten years during which
time the law requires a sinking fund to
lie provided for if the taxpayers could
pay the increased rate of taxation for
that period.
The original indebtedness of this city
was incurred for the purpose of aiding
in the construction of the same railroad
and the same law which would apply to
the county issue would have applied to
the city issue, but the city bonds have
been refunded and a' different decision
might be rendered in the case of the
city.
The railroad bond question demands
the serious consideration of the county
commissioners and of the city council.
There are many points to be considered
and action should be taken advisedly and
for the best interests of the taxpayers of
the county and city.

THE RAILROAD BONDS.
Although the question as to the legality
of the railroad bonds of this county was
raised some time ago there have, as yet,
leen no steps taken looking to a settlement of the question. As to the bonds
of the county it has often been asserted
that the election which was held to de
cide the question of issuing the bonds
was not legal and a decision of the su
Uuitk a large proportion ol the prispreme court oi tne united states in a oners who have been confined in the
case from Arizona, which presented sim county jail of this county during the
ilar points to inoso wincn nave since three months past were committed for
been raised as to the legality of the issue vagrancy and for periods of from 30 to 00
of bonds by this county, was to the effect days. In addition to the cost of feeding
that the bonds were absolutely void.
these prisoners, which has averaged per
Whether the supreme court of the! haps 40 cents a day, the county has been
United States would decide that the obliged to pay the cost of bringing them
bonds of this county, issued to aid in the to jail here which is no inconsiderable
construction of the Silver City, Deming item. If officers would compel tramps
and Pacific railroad, arc illegal and void to "move on" instead of arresting them
remains a matter of conjecture, but from and making expense for the county it
the similarity of the cases it Is quite pro- would be better for all concerned. After
bable that the court would so decide. a term of 30 or 60 days in jail a tramp is
Such a decision, which would undoubt- no better than he vvas before he was imedly be followed by a refusal on the part prisoned. He is turned loose in the
of the county commissioners of this same county in which he was arrested
county to pay either principal or interest and there is just as much reason for ar
on the bonds issued to aid in the con- resting him again for vagrancy as there
struction of the railroad, would proba- was in the first instance. lie is just as
bly seriously impair the credit of the much a vagrant as he was when he was
county and make the sale of future is- committed to jail and is just as liable to
sues of Grant county lionds a very diff- beg for money, food and clothing as he
icult matter. This would, of course, be was before being arrested. Neither the
of no great importance at this time or tramp nor the community has gained
for four years to come, but after that anything by the arrest and imprison
time, when some of the bonds will be- ment and the taxpayers are obliged to
come due, it may be a very serious mat- foot the bills. It is gratifying to note
ter. The taxpayers of the county are that fewer tramps have been committed
now paying high taxes and to add to the of late than were sent to jail during the
burden for the purpose of paying off and lirst lew weeks ot the year and it is to
discharging a portion of the debt, as well be hoped that officers will send tramps
as provided for a sinking fund for the out of the county rather than arrest
bonds of 1889, as will have to be done in them for vagrancy.
the year 1899, will necessitate the levying of not less than four per cent, on the
It is hardly probable that much will
property of the county.
be done toward restoring the capítol at
Such a state of affairs would make it Santa Fe this year. As congress did not
very desirable to refund at least a por- approve the act of tho legislature which
tion of the debt of the county and it authorized the issue of $75,009 in bonds
might be very dillicult to find a market for the rebuilding of the capítol, it is
for the bonds should the county com not likely that any one can be found
'

who would be willing to take the issue
of bonds on the assumption that congress would approve the act. Without
the money which would be obtained
from the Rale of the bonds there can be
little done toward restoring the capítol
more than the convicts can üo. 1 lie su-

perintendent

of

the penitentiary has had

a number of prisoners at work tor some
weeks clearing up the debris and much
more can be done by them in getting
material on the ground ready for the
workmen. It is possible that the capítol may be ready by the time the next

legislature meets.
Siia'kii advanced a few cents an ounce
during the past month and there was a
perceptible improvement in business all
over the country. This is an object lesson which Grover Cleveland might turn
to good account were he not so blinded
by prejudice as to be unable to see any
good in silver. He may ascribe the im
provement in business to the adjournment of congress, which is now off his
hands, to the operation of the Wilson
tariff or to the recent sale of bonds and
attribute the rise in silver to a coincidence. He will find some reason or
other for it and the reason is quite cer
tain to be wrong". Silver governs the
prices of commodities and Grover Cleve- and might better accept this fact and
get on the ark before the Hood conies.

Don't make fun of Representative Carr.
He is not exactly in full sympathy with
good government, or he would not herd
with a gang of New Mexico politicians call
ing themselves republicans, but he laliors
under the delusion that his leaders are as
honest as himself, and his mistakes are
honestly made. The fact that a majority
of the memliers of the lower house of tho
last legislative assembly voted down his
measures i strong evidence in their favor.
If all the men sent to Santa Fo as repre
sentatives would use their abilities as
honestly as Carr did, the laws would
average better.

Industrial Advertiser.

Most of the counties in the territory
will be in very fair financial condition
before the end of this year. The law
passed by tho last legislature which
provides for the payment of the delinquent territorial taxes into the court and
interest funds of the various counties in
which they are collected will enable most
of the counties to pay off existing indebtedness other than bonds now outstanding.

Tins county holds judgments for many
thousands of dollars against tho bondsmen of
of this county and it is
expected that a large part of the money
due will be paid this year. This will help
very materially to enable the county
commissioners to pay off the floating
indebtedness of the county.
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Cleveland has increased the public
debt of the United States $162,000,000
during the first half of his administration. Had he been willing to coin the
silver bullion in the treasury and pay
government obligations in coin he would
not have lieen obliged to sell bonds in
order to keep the treasury from being
drained of its gold. The seigniorage
would have amounted to nearly $60,000,-00- 0
which would have been much more
than the deficit and foreign bankers
would have presented very few treasury
notes for redemption had these notes
been redeemed in anything else than

APRIL 8, 1895.
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City Election.

Tun Albuquerque Citizen danced a jig
on what it supposed was the grave of the

The city election was held yesterday
and there were 109 votes polled or about
the same number as were polled at the
election last year when there was practically no opposition to the ticket placed
in the field by the people's convention. The result yesterday was as fol-

Albuquerque Democrat last week, but
the Democrat proved to be a very lively
corpse. The Citizen would attend the
funeral of the Democrat with a great
deal of pleasure, but it is hardly proba
bly that the opportunity will be pre
lows
sented.

t

FOR MAYOR.

The slow but steady rise in the priceof
104
J. W. Fleming
silver is quite encouraging to the miners
5
Scattering
in this part of New Mexico. While the
most of the silver mines will remain idle
until the price of the metal goes considerable higher, there are a good many mines
gold.
which can be worked at a better profit
Last week Juan Silva was tnied in the than they could be a few weeks ago.
"
v.
.A
district court at Las Cruces fo. murder
and the jury brought in a verdict of murRev. Prof. Selby will officiate, next
der in the second degree. Judge Bantz, Sunday (Palm Sunday), at the Episco
in sentencing the convicted man for 99 pal church, in place of the rector, who
years in the penitentiary at hard labor, will officiate at Doming. Lenten sersaid that ho could not and would not vices, this week (Passion week), on
set a premium on murder. A few Wednesday and Friday, at 4 p. ni.
sentences like the one given last week Next week (Holy week), services on
in Dona Ana county will go a long way Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday, at
toward discouraging bad men in this 4 p. m. On Thursday, the original in' if
'í f
country. The prospect of a 99 year sen stitution of the Holv Communion will be
tence to the penitentiary is not a pleas commemorated by its administration, at
ant one for bad men to contemplate.
8 p. m., and members of other churches
.
i
are cordially invited to participate in
McK.ixi.ey is looking pretty closely this sacrament. Services on Good Friafter the drift of sentiment in the lepub' day, at 10:30 a.m. and 8 p.m. All
lican party and he has recently declared are cordially invited to these various
against silver and will go into the repub services.
' "
fiilii itl IflifTÍinifl
lican convention on his record as a pro
A kite of peculiar design and Chinese
. KI.K.MIXd
MAYOR JOHN
tei'tiomst. It seems to be settled that manufacture has lieen attracting the atthe republican party will fight the next tention of residents of this place for sev
E011 COl'NCIL.MKN.
campaign on the tariff question. The eral days. It continually makes a sound
10Ó
M. Mahcr
tariff has really been the one idea upon like a planing mill in operation and
10.')
Geo. D. Jones
which the republicans have fought every many people have lieen deceived by the
6
Scattering
campaign since the reconstruct ion period, noise, thinking it came from one of the
HOB SCHOOL TltrSTEE.
It will work well enough in the east planing mills here.
10.1
C. Bennett
but in the west and south the battle will
2
Grading is now lieing done at the
Scattering
lie won under the silver banner.
Maud S. Mill at Mogollón to put in van-neThis is the eighth time Mr. Fleming
at the mill..
has been elected mavor of Silver City.
The silver (entiment is growing in the
The telephone ollice at this end of the
east with wonderful rapidity anil the few
There is talk at Mogollón of enlarging
Silver City and Mogollón telephone line
gold bugs who will be left when the next
will lie at the postollice store. The wire the Sheridan mill there.
presidential election comes around will was put in last Monday.
not lie able to control votes enough to
Steve Uhle is blasting rock in the rear
NO FUN ABOUT IT
elect the strongest candidate they can of his building on the corner of I'road-waand Texas street.
put up. Cleveland's object lesson had a
confidence mill at Mogollón has
The
disastrous effect for a time but in the
E.
lieen doing very good work since it started
end it will overwhelm the moiioinetal and now it is said that there is a probaBOOT AND SHOEMAKER.
lists. Their doom is sealed.
bility that it will soon be enlarged to a 50 I promise yon faithfully. In the Ioiir run.
shall save half your money, by having
stamp mill and that vanners will be put you
your work neatly and promptly (lone to suit
The silver republicans of the west are in. The outlook for Mogollón is better yourself, at K. KOSENBEKU'S
Silver City. N. M.
making an effort to bring alwut the nom now than ever before.
ination of Don Cameron for president,
but they will hardly be able to control
the national convention. Eastern republicans will have a majority and it is
I desire to inform you that having purchased the stock, fixtures,
safe to say that whoever may bo the
of
Mr. J. A. Kemmis, Watchmaker and Jeweler, I will continue the
etc.
for
prenominee of the republican party
at the same place.
business
sident, he will not bo a silver man.
A select line of WATCHES, JEWELRY ETC. Carried.
I make a SPECIALTY of FINE WATCH REPAIRING and will
As neither the democrats nor republisatisfaction.
cans will have a majority in the next appreciate a trial and will guarantee

i

A

1.

J

rs

y

ROSENBERG,

YOUR

senate, the silver men will lie a power in

that

bodv.

PLEASE.

ATTENTION

Very Truly,

J,

R.

HICKS.
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Will Bayard be Abnmloned?

The Denver News says: "At army
headquarters the intelligence is expected
at any hour that Lieutenant General
Schofield and party have left Washington on a trip as far west as the Pacific
coast. The general of the army will be
accompanied by Quartermaster General
Bachellor, Adjutant General Ruggles
and others. Many of the army posts
will be inspected on the tour and a stop
will be made in Denver.
"One object of the trip is the selection
of a site for a regimental post in New
Mexico. The impression is that General Schofield will decide in favor of
Fort Marcy at Santa Fe. In
that event it is probable that Fort Bayard will be abandoned, as it is considered too far south to be of importance
owing to the changed conditions of recent years. The fort is now the headquarters of the 24th infantry, Colonel
I.liss commanding, four companies of the
regiment being stationed at the fort and
two troops of the 1st cavalry."
Iiigprxoll Intervlc'wpil.
Col. P.ob Ingersoll was interviewed at
La Porte, Indiana, the other day, con-

TEN CENT STORE.

AND

GOLD

SILVERSMITH.

Drives in DRY GOODS and
Jewelry Made to Order Repairing
CLOTHING!
Neatly Done.
Special Bargains in LADIES',
GENTS' and CHILDREN'S
SHOES.
PRICES REDUCED.
Also a full line of GLASSWARE and CROCKERY.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
We sell everything CHEAP
Yanklu St. Silver City. N. M.
FOR CASH.

BORENSTEN BROS.
L.

FLEMING CATTLE CO.
Range :
Fleming and
vicinity.

J. SMITH,

General Repair Shop.

Postollice

Bicycles, Guns and Revolvers,
Promptly Repaired.
Hates Iti'usoiuililu.
Yankio St. Silver City.

:

Silver City,
n: m.

N. M.

XS"

FREE TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS.

Tub Eaglk for a year's subscription will be presented with a copy of
the World Almanac.

cerning the presidential possibilities for
next year, in the republican household.
He thinks Allison has a good chance and mi
that Harrison will show considerable
strength. "McKinlev," he savs. "is an
idol just now, but idols are easily shat- - j
tered." This was before Governor Mc-- I
Kinley's recent silver declaration. Col.
Ingersoll does not think Tom Peed will
figure prominently in the convention.
As to himself, the colonel says he isa
republican, but will never take part in
any more political campaigns. Hut the
most important declaration in the interview is one concerning free silver coinage.
He says that the nomination in 1896 will
go to an advocate of free silver, ami that
no candidate nominated on the issue of a
single standard can hope to be successful. Optic.
The Headlight lias received information that A. C. Paxter, of this city, has
purchased the Driscoll herd of cattle,
ranging in central Arizona, and numbering about 7,000 head. These cattle are
reported to 1k in tine condition and the
trade is one of the largest that has been
made in cattle circles for a long time.
Mr.Iiaxter's intention is tosliip the greater portion of the herd for pasture during
the summer and fall months, bringing
the feeders to his ranges near Deining.
Headlight.
A letter to the New Mexican
from a
military olficer at Fort Bayard says:
"The impression prevails here that in
the summer a new regiment will Ik' ordered to this department, relieving us,
and that then the headquarters and two
companies of it. will be ordered to Santa
Fe." New Mexican.

E. E. GANDARA.

The Silver City

WORIiDMINIC
AND ENCYCLOPEDIA FOR

1B9B.

The Best Reference Book Printed
A Volume of over 500 pages
It Treats 1,400 topics

B
tliif f sÉfe

Endorsed by STATESMEN,
EDUCATORS

and

STUDENTS everywhere.

Has Reached Such a State of Perfection That it Is a Veritable
Encyclopedia of Facts, Statistics and Events Brought Down
to January First, 1895.
tj

THE

1895 volume is a whole library
itself.
One can hardly think

of a question it cannot answer.

Wam

It tells

all about party platforms, election statistics, the new tarilf, religions of the
earth, population everywhere, state and
government statistics, occupations of
men, foreign matters, literature, science
It is . . .
and education.

AMERICA'S STANDARD YEAR BOOK.

PRICE,

postpaid by mail,

-

25 CENTS.

Address THE WORLD, New York City.
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The Adventures of a IMn.
doing so she dropped me; although I fell
Written by Miss Bessie Hood, URed H, and right at her feet she did not see me and
read in tho Normal School as a regular exor- all the time that she was looking for me I
cise.
was trembling for fear she would find
As I was walking through the hall the me.
My head fairly swam at the
other day, I saw a pin lying on the floor. thought of being used again on that poor
This brought to my mind the familiar unfortunate doll but the child soon tired
couplet:
of her search and gave it up.

I

"Seo a pin and pick It up,
AH the day you'll have Rood luck."
of course picked it up, and as I

did

so I perceived it was a crooked pin but
thought this would bring me luck in an
indirect way.
I was standing looking at the pin
wnen 1 was startled bv a small voice
saying: "Why didn't you let nie stay
wnere 1 was." As 1 coukl see no one
around, I resolved that it must have
come from the pin yet this seemed ini
possible for I never before heard a pin
speaK. 1 turned and looked in every
direction, still holding the little crooked
object in my hand, when again the little
voice said: "I had hoped to be swept
into some crack or corner and there re
main as I am worn out with travel and
use." Thinking that if I spoke pleas
antly to the pin I might learn something
I asked it as pleasantly as I could to re
late some of its travels: so in a small
squeaking voice it began : "I was manu
factured in Hartford, Connecticut, and
taken to one of the large dry goods stores
You should have seen how
. in this city.
bright my companions and 1 looketl.
We were in straight rows like soldiers.
From our appearance I think the saying
as 'neat as a pin' is very true. After
we hail been in the store two days a
young lady came and purchased us.
When she arrived at her home she took
alxmt twenty of us out of the paper
anil stuck us into a dainty blue cushion
which proved a delightful resting place.
"The very same evening I was among
the ones selected to pin her corsage bou-

11

Silver City Hase Bnlllsts Ilealen,

Last Sunday the Silver City and Cen
tral City base ball clubs met on the
diamond and the Central City boys literally wiped up the earth with the home
club. The Central club had 46 tallies to
their credit at the end of the 6th inning
while the Silver City ball tossers sucfor
some time, ceeded in getting 8 runs in seven innings.
"I lay on the ground
when two little boys came along and see- Following are the names of the players
ing me said : 'There is a pin, let us make with the number of runs made by each.
Ckxtrai, City.
a fish hook of it and go fishing' the
1.
was
I
up,
boy
f.
4
other
consented and
taken
Olguin,
5
bent nearly double, fastened to a string
Welch, c. f.
6
and thrown into the water, but as they
Holland, c.
6
did not catch a fish they felt very
Lucas, p.
7
much discouraged and started home.
Wilton, s. s.
6
Just as one of them was leaving the
Murry, 1. b.
5
stream bis sleeve caught on some shrubs
Forsyth, 3. b.
4
and was torn. lie then tried to straight
Castillo. 2. b.
3
en me to pin the rent but did not sue
Grabiel,r. f.
ceed very well as you may see for I have
46
never been the right shape since then
Total runs
Sii.vkh City.
"When this little boy's mother took me
1
out of the sleeve she put me on a cushion
Coonier, p.
1
not like the one I was placed on in the
W. Howlee, s. s.
1
early part of my story, but one that had
Duran, l..f.
1
seen bard usage. I did not complain,
Cousland, 2. b.
0
however, for was not this better than
II. Rowlee, c. f.
1
lying on the ground? This woman
(iuitierez, .1. b.
0
proved to be your dress maker and when
Salazar, 2. f.
2
she sent some sewing here she pinned
Hosecrans, c.
1
the parcel with me. I was taken out of
Williams, l.b.
in
where
and
dropped
the hall
the paper
Total runs
vou found me
I don't suppose I shall ever stop traveling until I am beheaded, then I guess
some one will make a hole in my neck
and use mo for a needle." Here tho pin
stopjHjd and I assured it that it would
not have aliy more trouble while I
owned it, and I put it away to rest.
Horn, to the wife of WesWelty, in this
city, on Saturday, March HO, a girl.

n

Mrs. Ed. Elrage was in from the
last week.

GUADALUPE

BOOT&
SHOE
MAKER.!

MENDOZA,
KKI'AIKING NEATLY
AND
l'KOM l'TLY DONE.

Prices reasonable, and
satisfaction guaranteed.
Shop on Yankle Street.

quet and accompanied her to the theater
where we witnessed a pleasing drama.
On our return I was cast carelessly on
the toilet table where I lay gazing with
envy at my companions on the cushion.
"The next morning the maid, in dusting
the room, whisked me off the table onto
If
the floor. There I remained until tho
young lady's little sister coming into the
I
room espied me: she picked me up.
was then used for the purpose of fasten
ing the mantle of her favorite doll and
she took us out for an airing. I suppose
most people know that the real pleasure
of playing with dolls is to dress, redress,
Stage Leaves Silver City at 8 a. m. every clay except Sunday
and dress them again, so I was taken
out, put in again and again and pushed for Mogollón and intermediate points.
into that poor dolls body, until I wished
over and over that I might be left to
All passengers and express must go to Wells, Fargo & Co's. express
rest any where. Finally relief came.
One day as the little girl was taking us office from which place the stage starts.
out for our usual airing she, being tired,
sat down on a largo stone to rest and of
course had to take the doll's mantleoff. In

O

You Want
to go to the

Mogollons

Get
on

Murphey's Passenger,Expressand Mail Line.

W.

M.

Mufphey.
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A COLONIAL HOUSE.

.legant. The woodwork about it it
paneled in elaborate pattern and has

It Is Over Two Hundred Yeare
Old and Still Standing.
The First House r.ullt In the Hettlomem
Koine of the
of Mllford, Conn.
Curious nml t.lstorle It o lies
Tlmt It Contains.

There stands on the road to Bridge
port, about a mile from the depot, ii
the historic old town of Milford, an oh
.cllow house that was huilt by Ensigi
leorge Clark in MM. and was the (Irs
house built outside of the row of log.;
i.lood on end, that i ncircled the settle
i. lent of Milford, :.ays the New llavei
register. These logs or "palisades,"
they called them then, were to keel
idians from their homes, and wher
i.nsign Clark started to build his honii
live rods away from the palisades hi
was jeered at, and predictions wen
..:any that his house would not stand t
y ar. But there it stands as sound a:
.10 day it was built, its big oak tim
ikts surrounding a chimney built, o
sLone twenty-liv- e
feet a
by twenty-liv- e
its base and tapering to ten feet squari
at its top. In this chimney, as it pushes
its massive self through the ground oi
first floor, are two of the rarest fire
places in New Haven county.
In the south room is a fireplace biri
enough to hold a elozen men, thougl
some years ago it was partly bricket
ip. This room, with its long, low ceil
wig of oak, has eight doors; running
along the ceiling is a big oaken bean:
ailed "the husband," for it support.1?
the house. In the fireplace is a huge
log, too heavy for two men to lift, and
hanging from a hook is the iron
used to heat the flip at Gov.
Treat's wedding in 1047. At one side
is the old brick Dutch oven that is usee
on large occasions at the present day.
Over the fireplace hang several historical flintlocks. One is seven feet ir,
length and was used by one of Mr.
Pond's ancestors in the Queen Anni
war. Under it hangs a sword carried
in the war of 1813.
At one side of this room hangs a little
frame inclosing a rare piece of- newspaper lore. It is an original copy ol
the lioston l'ost Boy of Monday, February 0, 1744. On the first page is a
letter dated London, October '0, 174:!.
und among the news items are: "Tin
marriage of the Infanta Maria Theresa
with the dauphin will be declared on
l ;ie queen's birthday."
The same lettei
.. .serts that "his royal highness will
inter at Paris; all the dilii, .ss the
..Hies to the ceremony Ljing adjusted,
...icularly with regard to the dula
i Orleans; on his account it has been
.liLlierto delayed." Among the "ads'
i the following:
"Any tavernkeepers, innholders oi
others that want any choice good
acked cyder the ensuing spring may
b. supplied by giving their names and
quantity they need at the post office at
forty shillings per barrel they finding
casks."
In the front room, the parlor, is a
mate to the fireplace in tile south room.
This, while not larger, is much more
i

!

Hip-dog- ,

i
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what the other lacks, a cupboard, the
only one in the house. In this cupboard
is stored a rare and beautiful individual
tea set made from Mr. J'ond's design.
Cach piece has burned in its beautiful
surface a picture of houses and memorials in which he was interested. On
the big tray is the Milford memorial
bridge, that he was instrumental in
.reducing, encircled with a ribbon design on which is the motto of the
bridge. On the teapot are likenesses 01
Sir Charles Hobby, Mr. Pond's ancestor,
and of the Strong and Pond houses.
The province house and the Peter Prud-destone are on either side of thesugai
bowl; on the milk jar is the coat 01
arms of the Hobby family, and on the
two cups are the insignia of the societies of Cincinnati and Colonial wars.
A

PATERNAL

Where Everything

TOWN.

Is Ordered und Done

llr

hy

:

ikiiiiI.

The village of New Hartford, in Connecticut, has one matter of town pride:
the sails of the Vigilant were made
there. The duck mills where they
were made are the sole industry of the
place, and the'y are managed with a
sort of paternalism. For fully two generations, says the Philadelphia Ledger,
it. has been the custom of the managers
to look after the comfort of the employes in a variety of little; way:; on the
theory that better work and i::ore of it
i i produced thereby.
One of the paternal institutions that has been established is the "potato bell." At U::!U
o'clock every morning the big bell ol
the mills rings loudty. That is the "potato bell."
The wives of the workmen know that
when that bell rings it is time to put
the potatoes on to boil for dinner. No
workman's wife would think of putting
on the potatoes until the bell rings, anil
as a consequence dinners are always on
time when the men reach home. There
is no excuse, therefore, for any man being late on returning to work when the
noon spell is ended. The watchman of
the mill is compelled to ring the bell
every hour of the night
ii'.uke sure
that he is awaife and doing hi. i duty.
Nobody in the village is disturbed by
the night bell, it Is said, although visitors are kept awake by it.

HO R MUD
V.

oWN STYL'iu.

Hl

ruiicis Key Diiultip, of
HHh'.irjtnn, V. lio Uleil Keren t!y.

Eccentricities

of

I

Students of mental character have an
interesting study in the character of
Francis Key Dunlop, who died in Washington recently, sajs the New York
Mr. Dunlop
Commercial Advertiser.
was known to everyone who has spent
much time in Washington during the
last third of a century. At college he
was an athlete and developed himself
physically to a remarkable degree. He
reeeivei'. a severe fall while still at college, and this resulted in brain trouble
that made him the most eccentric man
in Washington in dress. Belonging to
one of the oldest and richest families
in Washington, he was supported with
an abundant income.' The effort for
physical development he had made in
college caused an impression on his mind
which resulted in hispaelding his shoulders to a tremendous degree. 'With
this eccentricity he also had a tendency to large-size- d
collars and cull's
the cuffs always being made to
order and twice the size ordinarily
worn by men. His neck he painted
red and his face was coated with whit.;,
which gave him a ghastly appearance.
This mode of attire Dunlop continue 1
to the day of his death, his clothes being made by the most fashionable tail.:-here- .
During his earlier years he wa:i
a constant attendant at theaters and at '
social events, for he never stood "o:i
any formality," and would go to receptions without invitation, his
family always guaranteeing a kindlv
reception for him in the coterie wit n
which he was familiar. But notwithstanding these eccentricities, Mr. Dunlop is pronounced by men who knew
him most intimatedy to have been one
of the soundest and most discerning
literary critics of his day. He left an
immense library, buying and reailm;;
every new bonk of any note. Only :'.
couple of weeks ago he visited the eapi-to- l
building for the last time, lie v; ;
nearly seventy years of age. and dcsi
the enori.iously padded shou'lde;-:- : ü;;. I
arms walked feebly. He was the mo :i
unique eccentric character that Washington has ever known.
well-know- n

.

COSTUME3 FOR DOGS.
A I'rciielmi:i:i Who 'os.- -

the I'et

Pni

s

:ih n Worth for
or I'arls.

It is interesting to learn through the
channel of u Paris correspondent of tin
London Daily Graphic that the Fren
A young gentleman applied the other
day to a clergyman after church for capital can boast of a tailor for p. ,
half a sovereign that he had dropped dogs. The writer recently said:
"No matter what the dieiui may be.
into the collection plate by i::i:;take for
ixpenee. He could not ai.'ord to give the indispensable companion of t'.u!.
half a sovereign, he said, and should be woman who walks is her little do;-d
terrier or
to,. ,
glad to have his nine and sixpence back Short-haireagain.
Curiously enough, when one it is of no moment, provided that it I. ;
considers how prone is the natural man very tiny. At the moment it is pel
to be generous at other people's ex- haps the former which is the moro
pense, the clergyman declined to ac- popular, as he furnishes a further excede to his request. He examined the cuse for the exhibition of fur, in thai
contents of the collecting plate and his smooth coat does not appear to
found only a very few gold piece:;, the kindhearteil mistress a suliieient prodonors of which were all identified. tection from the cold of this season ol'
The device in question therefore ap- the year. And so the little dog has hi ;
pears to be a novelty in the art of tailor even as his owner, and Lc.bo.i!.!.!
swindling and must be added to the of the Palais Iioyal maybe called .hi
Worth of the kennel. With gaiT.K.....
long list of "plants. "
Novnlty

1

MulixiriiR.

d

long-haire-

--

In.---
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the result of observations covering the
last fifteen years.
He carefully noted the condition of
the sky at the period of full moon, comparing the appearance at the time of
rooonrise with t hat at midnight, and his
conclusion is that the moon exercises
no perceptible influence in causing the
disappearance of clouds.
In the course of his investigation Mr.
Johnson made one hundred and eighty-si- x
separate observations. On one hunoccasions the sky
dred and twenty-siwas the same at midnight as it had been
occasions
.it moonrise, on thirty-thre- e
it was clearer at midnight than at
occamoonrise, and on twenty-seve- n
sions it was more clouded at midnight
than at moonrise.

WIRE FENCES AND FOX HUNTERS

strap, stitched and embroidered, the
clothing1 of the little creature harmonizes with that of his possessor.
provide mackintoshes for their
pets for rainy days, and have, then
made with a full hood, which covers
the ears. Others there arc who choose
tartan, having points turned bay'..- ;:t
the shoulders, and fastened with a strap
round the body. For those believed to
be particularly chilly, the coats are
provided with collars of quite MedLi
.vie. and are lined throughout with
i'j';:in, or (ven beaver, as those- shorl
iv. uro not too cumbrous for the pet-- '
.1
There are some whi ;h
: vaal'y have
umbrellas of dark-blu- e
:.:!!;. which they have been taught to
;rry quite straight and steadily be- .w . their teeth in the event of a
i
shower! They are also provided
.i.h handkerchiefs in case of accident.
pocket in which to carry these
phi
on one side of the coat
.. '
I should add, are
usl ti.n'í'ul when raadame stops a few
.v.i.t.i at the confectioner's and can
vip.i her pet's nose and paws after his
sha-rin the delicacies she buys."

How

Sour.-ladie-

a

with the Riders Wal
Overcome in England.
great grazing grounds of the

DllTlculty

In the
Shires farmers long ago discovered that
.vire was an excellent substitute for
ak railing in their ox fences, says the
National Review. Why they should
ever have deemed it necessary to
.trengthen with outworks those black-hor- n
fortifications is a matter on which
portsmcn are insufficiently informed;
nit wire soon became so popular in the
midlands that the county was fast
as unridable as is at this rao-í.the immediate neighborhood of

-

'

x

nt

.ondon.
Lord Onslow has shown us in a
in the Badminton library how

vol-I'n-

e

per-!otl-

y

horses at the antipodes are
vaitied to jump wire fences, which are,
i course, visible enough, and how they
.:ay even be taught by experience to
;al;e allowance for a single wire run
'.trough a brush fence; in other words,
chance nothing and top twig every-inBut no horse can ever be ex-.- !
:ted to allow for something he can-o- í
side of a fence,
see on the take-of- f
) that
cvid. ntly if riding to hounds
.as to be anything more than gallop-:i- g
along roads or through gates the
.vire guard must cease to prevail.
A wire fund accordingly had to be
raised for the payment to such farmers
as would enter into the arrangement of
all expenses connected with letting
lown the wire during the winter
nonths and replacing it in the spring.
English agriculturists being as a class
of men, this
.ho most
plan was very largely, though far from
entirely, successful; enough of the
country was free from the iron impediment to enable men to ride with confidence over large tracts, but there
were always pUmty of places where the
occupiers were impracticable and where
jumping, except for the blissfully ignorant or splendidly reckless, was
tabooed.
Still the danger spots were pretty
well known, for the farms being large
the local committeemen who had the
management of the modus vivendi had
each a comparatively small number of
persons with whom to treat.

sud-w.:-

:

i:i,-;-

.

Strang" Incident of the Mulls.
A lady in Boston wrote some letters
and sealed them, as is her custom, with
a Moorish coin having a tiny hook h;

its back. Her correspondents, says the
Boston Herald, all knew this peculiar
seal and how highly it is prized, from
its antiquity and the stylish form i
takes in the wax. Called suddenly
from the room, these letters were soon
after posted by a servant in the nearest
box, and not till then did the owner of
the rare coin miss it from the table.
The room was searched, and finally the
maid dispatched to await the letter
collector on his next round. But .lie
declared nothing had been seen of any
such seal, and then the search began
indoors again, but with no better luck.
A few days after this lady received a
letter from Canada sealed with the familiar Moorish hieroglyphics.
The
mystery was soon explained, for on
opening the envelope it was learned
that this heavy seal had stuck to the
letter sent from Boston, and, though
passing through so many hands, had
arrived intact, to the great astonishment of the recipient.
i

good-nature-

d

THE MOON
No Perceptible

Mnine'H Winter Mosquitoes.

"Stopping over night at a little Maine
hotel that stands on low ground near a
marshy pond," said the commer rial
traveler, "on a cold night with three
feet of snow on a level out of doors, 1
thought I heard a mosquito's note. Of
course it didn't seem to me possible that
mosquitoes should bo humming about
in midwinter, but soon I felt au'unniis-takablbite, and saw several of the
winged terrors Hying between me and
the light. 'Oh, they're mosquitoes sure
enough,' said the hostess in answer to
my question. 'They come from the cellar. We have 'em all winter long. It's
the lights at night that bring 'em upstairs. They're kind o' sluggish at this
season, and don't bite as hard as they
do in summer, but sometimes they're
pooty vexin' to folks not used to sum-- 1
menu' an' w'mtorin' with 'em.' "
e
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CLOUDS.
F.xorrlsod

Tliem.

It is an old weather saw that the full
moon oats clouds. Sir John Ilerschel
put the idea in a more scientific form
by suggesting that suliieicnt heat might
e radiated from the surface of the
'ooii to cause the disappearance of
from the earth's atmosphere
'hen the moon is full, and when, con-- .
'"iv.ently, its radiation toward the
v.r.h is greatest. Humboldt and Ar-vdid not consider such an opinion to
unreasonable, while many sailors,
:id others practically interested in
vcather changes, uro fully convinced
hat the full moon drives away clouds.
The proper way to sett!.' such a qnes-- l
in is, of course, to noli ce what actually occurs. This investigation has been
undertaken in England by Mr. S. J.
Johnson, who has recently announced
.i

THE FIRST CIGARS.
I

he lliiviinu

Varii-t-

Was

Hmokod

In

Purs ns l.ons gi an 1813.
When were cigars first smoked? According to a French aut hority who has
been making investigations in this subject, the weed in this shape was not introduced into France till the return of
the French army from Spain in 182:!.
This fact is on the authority of Ilippo-lyt- e
Iluger, the dramatic author, who
writes thus in his memoirs:
"Our return from Paris was by way
of Orleans. On the route we met quite
frequently officers returning from
Spain. They .had generally cigars in
their mouths a new habit, since become general. From this point of view
the campaign of 1S2Ü had the good
financial result of establishing a new
brunch of import trade."
Another document, however, carries
back the use of the cigar to a slightly
earlier period. The 'Hermit of the,
C'hassee d'Antin" ilsi:!), going to see
his nephew, a young ol.icer nt Paris,
finds him at his hotel in morning costume and smoking a Havana cigar.
The taste for cigars seems at this time
to have been suiaeienlly extended to
make them a common article in the
stock of every grocer who was careful
to cater to the wants of his customers,
Vnfortunniely Anrnno.

There lives in a certrn small town a
poor minister with a large family, which
his salary does not begin to cover literally. So the congregation have donated
cast off clothing for the children, and
even the poor minister's wife goes to
church in the last year's bonnet and
cloak of a deacon's wife. The poor
lady, says an exchange, has grown used
to this, and does the best she can with
the conglomeration of dresses, cloaks
and hats which are will her. though
the result is somewhat tragic. However, she has always felt that she did
nobly by the children, and if the dresses
were mi.tits
and clothes
none were ever unkind enough to say
anything about it. Last summer, however, she dressed the nine hopeful:-witgreat care and inarched them tc
church. She was a little late and just
ns she opened the door and stjitcd up
the aisle her husband thunder.'.! from
the pulpit: "Even Solomon in c!l hi- -,
glory was not arrayed like one of
these." He did not see the joke, but
the congregatit .. tittered and the
mother wa-- ready (' tv.
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hi.; cities are to be made healthy and

beautiful, with fresh air and beautiful
.uiToundings.
Thus, the professor is a
:hor of hygienic socialism. As we
The Causes Loading to it Too
said before, we have been charmed with
Much Hurry.
tho address, but not convinced.
The old question reappears in another
Rushing from I'hniiRn to ( Imnge Seems to form. Is increased insanity and nervous
lie the Only Alternativo Workmen
disorder in necessary correlation to dey
oil Women of
a
veloping complexity of society? It must
Itegtlvs Lot.
be recognized that the more complex
the rules of society the more frequent
Under this rather startling title, will be breaches of these rules; at all
I'rof. W. Erb, at Heidelberg, pave an events, for a time. In developing civaddress some time ago which demands ilization, too. we have a very perplexmore than a passing notice, i'rof. Erb ing factor added in the survival and the
talcos it for granted that there is a propagation of the nonüüest, and this
marked increase of functional nervous doubtless adds to the increasing numdisorders, and he believes that, the ber of the nervous. We are inclined
events of the present century have to believe that there is some slight innaturally led to this result.
The crease of nervousness, but that there
nineteenth century, says the llritish is a much greater knowledge of the
Medical Journal, bogan in disorder subject, and with knowledge comes
and commotion. France had passed subdivisión and elassifljalion. We rethrough a bloody revolution which member the time when hysteria, in its
was to be followed by the excite- present connotation, was looked upon
ment and exhaustion of Napoleonic as a new and increasing danger to soadventures; restlessness, political and ciety. This disorder is now recognized
social, was followed by a period as no longer a defect of will for whi.'h
of calm, but,
with the advanc- the patient is to be blamed, and iias
ing years, labor-savin- g
inventions been subdivided. Hypochondriasis in
rapidly replaced man and increased the same wav is no longer considered
wealth, and rendered communication to be a maladie imaginairc, but is receasy as our author says, time and ognized as having some organic! basis,
space seemed to be annihilated. In and with this progress the
science, in literature, all were develop- functional disorders have to be studied
ing, and with it there appeared in- apart and are now placed undir the
capacity for restful pleasure; rushing head neurasthenia. We do not believe
from change to change seeming to be more wc::ien, at all events in Eii;;l:nd.
the only alternative work. With over- - have "nerves" now than they had fifty
work there was overcrowding andj years ago. With the increase of exoverstimulation; alcohol and tobacco i citement there has been a i;'. ill greater
were used in greatly increased quanti- - tendency to more freedom of exercise,
ties; railway traveling and its nerve-jarrin- g more freedom from conventionalism
motion still further tended to and much healthier home surroundings.
nervousness; and, so I'rof. Erb conStorli'H of . r ! t.mixliiHH.
vinces himself, with all this there has
When
lecturing before a negro conbeen a clear loss of nerve tone to the
vention in Louisville, Ky., some years
whole of the highly civilized nations.
Nothing could have boon more bril- ago lie said that the question of social
liantly put than Ihe contrast between equality did not disturb him. "I have
the normal reaction to work and worry never desired," said he, "to associate
'ind the neurasthenic and abnormal re- with any man, while or black, unless
lation to the sumo conditions, and it iny company is acceptable. However,
will be for us to see whether we agree if a white man is well educated, clever
witli all that I'rof. Erb says. Accord- and respectable I would just as sixm
ing to him, ull this rapid, restless move- lie caught in his company as in the company of a negro." While speaking on
ment lias left an irritable und
nervous system, which must miscegenation another lime his eyebe considered as neurasthenic.
The glasses bothered him by sliding from
essentials of this disorder, which has liis nose. "I wish," lie broke out, "we
not been recognized twenty years, are could get up some sort of an alloy for
increased sensitiveness, with weakness, the negro which would assure him a
weariness, lack of power of endurance, nose capable of holding glasses."
and defective recuperative power. This
Cut Out ."or u 1' out lw I'luyi'N
disorder is a refinement of hysteria and
A young man was paying his attenhypochondriasis, and it is the outcome
tions to a "beloved object." contrary to
of the conditions of life. He thinks it
the wishes of her family, t.iul, perseverought to be found in all periods of
ing in it, was seized upen one day by
and of luxury, but owns that her
man of thews and sinfather,
there is no evidence of its existence in ews," and "a
kicked
violently into the
(reece or in Koine.
street. In a day or two (after recovery)
The disorder is to be recognized and he
called at the house once more.
to be met by changing conditions, and
"What, again?" exclaimed paterfanerve hygiene is to be considered as
milias, pulling on his boots for action.
much as sanitation. From school days
"No, no," said the young num. "I have
to professional life the human being is given
up nil hope of winning your
to be tended and brought up, his men- daughter, but in
consequence of what
tal, moral and physical education is to took place the other
day. 1 have, been
be regulated, his holidays are to be
by a unanimous meeting of
requested
methodized, his business is to be
the coT:n.'i:;ee to ask you to join our
in healthy surroundings and
i'o .lball elubt"
To-Da-

i

g

I
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Fan That the Yellow Hacer uml the Hoop- -'
gnuke Have Together.
"There is a species of whipsnake in
the Lone Star state, the male of which
is jet black and the female pea green,''
says a resident of Texas, according tc
the New York Sun. "They are long,
slim reptiles, and they climb trees and
rob birds'nests with wonderful celerity.
r
"The yellow racer of Texas is
interesting snake.
When he
crawls his movements are from side t:
side, but when he races he undulates,
with his head several inches in the air.
and he can get over the ground almost
as fast as a jack rabbit. You will often
d
see a yellow racer chasing a
hoopsnake, and vice versa. Sometime!?
you will see them racing side by side,
neither seeming to try to outspeed the
other, and both getting over the ground
for the fun of the thing. The most
amusing snake race I ever saw out there
was between a hoopsnake and a racer.
There was a big bulge in the
body, evidently caused by a
large toad in his stomach, and he
wabbled so that every little while lie
would lose his balance and tumble sideways. The racer also had a large lump
in his body, but it didn't bother him
much in traveling, and he stopped and
waited whenever the hmipsnake tipped
over. The hoopsnake would look up
and start in again, and he and the racei
covered more than two miles in that
way, going ahead of the horse I was
riding.
"While trying to net pigeons one season I saw a yellow racer crawling
toward the stool pigeon. For the moment I was more concerned about a
hawk that had been circling overhead
for some time, and I didn't pay much
attention to the snake. At length the
hawk dived at the stool pigeon and
knocked the breath out of it. Without
waiting for the hawk to snatch the
stoot pigeon the racer wound himself
;:round the hawk's neck and breast.
Suddenly a hoopsnake rolled past me
::t top speed and brought up near tir.
s.ool pigeon, as if lie was going to hoi;:
the racer strangle the hawk.
The
hawk arose before the hoopsnake got .:
chance to tackle. It hadn't aseoiiu
more than two hundred feet when l!i.
r.i.:er tied its wings to its body and th
hawk dropped like a wad of mud.
thirty feet or so from the stool pigeon.
T he hoopsnake had been glaring at tV
hawk as if he was disappointed, but the
'.is'.ant it landed it rolled right at it
hoop-snake'-

s

;

:::d '.'01111110110011
to thump it on the
ie.;d with his horn.
The lui
e:n:iod and struggled violently an.!
.he r.ieer tightened his coils around i:..
..i:i; and prevented it from rising. II
.!il:i't fight with its claws, and Hie
.io..;:..:iaku continued to hammer it on
-

'y- head and the racer
If it had boon a put-u- p

to squeeze it. as
job holwoe:i

lie snakes beforehand to tackle lh
::v.k in that way. The hoopsiui:.

:

oanded until he had battered its head
out of shape with his sharp horn.
1. a little
while the hawk ceased t:
Ih and the racer unwound himself,
'.1
the hoopsnake stoppotl hammer- !!o;!i reptiles gazed at the dead
'.
1. .0:. ;ont. and t hen the hoop- ..: .r

,

.11

I

'
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something? Hullo, I know; horses,
wooden horses, you know, mother; carIn One Tear It Will Send Creepers One penter's horses; there; are some in the
Hundred Foot High Over a Clearing.
basement. I'll bring 'em."
The stages in the onward march of
And directly there he was again with
the forest over a clearing are most in- a wooden horse on his back.
teresting. Ferhaps two or three hun" 'Nother one's coining with Sam,"
dred acres, in one instance, had been he said, panting, "and we'll lift up the
planted with sugar canes and fifty in trunks."
plantains, vegetables and fruit. There
"Hilly boy," said his mother, straightd
dwelling house, a ening up her tired back, "I believe
would be a
water or cattle sugar mill, huts for the your plan is a good one."
negroes and a wharf on the river bank,
Sure enough, the packing went on
says a writer in Popular Science beautifully after that, and at dinner
Monthly. The planter decided to give Billy's mother sail she had never
up the place, as he had an offer of a packed so easily and comfortably.
more fertile piece of land on the coast.
Taking away everything portable, inPOLLY'S U jIFULNESS.
cluding the machinery of his mill, he
an a Solicitor lor Money for the
Installed
abandoned the rest, carrying away his
I'oor.
nato
clearing
negroes, and left tho
It has hitherto been customary to
ture.
Look on the plantation a year later. fritter away the intellectual force of
Already a thicket has grown up which purrots by merely toiuhing them to
Poll" and things of that
is only penetrable by the constant use ;.:y "Pretty
;rL. but the munijipal authorities of
of a cutlass. After a great deal of laFronj'.i town have instituted what it
bor you reach the borders of the once i
to be hoped will become a general
tidy clearing. What a wonderful sight
f.irn.
a
trees
dense
of
forest
Along the line
The poor-bo- x
at the town hall, it
wall of creepers rises sixty toa hundred
feet high, forming an effective vail to ?. nis, had for a long time been in a
more
the dark arcade beyond. From these condition discreditable to the Tore-mind
of the inhabitants.
stretch out long ropes, twining vegeta- prosperous
them of their duty toward their
ble serpents and giants' fingers, all
moving toward what was once the open poorer neighbors a parrot was purspace. Some are hundreds of yards chased, which was installed close to the
Bed Npolcoi Died I'pon.
to cry: "For the poor,
long, rooting at the joints, whence oth- box and trained
A French traveler who has been visif
you
please!"
iting the island of St. Helena, declares er branches radiate and from the dense
The result, it appears, has been highthat the house in which Nnjvjleon died obstruction we have cut through.
ly
satisfactory, pence and silver having
scramblers
and
twiners
The creepers,
in in a sad stateof dilapida Jon and negbeen
freely given in response to the
lect. Not a vestige of furniture remains have not yet reached the house, but' bird's appeal.
also.
Round
it
is
work
at
there
nature
within its four walls, the only object
The idea is capable of being applied
visible being a bust of Bonaparte in was once an orchard of oranges, limes, in a variety of ways. Parrots might be
ihe room in which he expired. If the star apples and other tropical fruit, used, for example, to warn passers-b- y
diliee is devoid of furniture, however, with a few flowering shrubs. Most of of the proximity of wet paint on fences
blood-- 1
there are at least ten times us many these are now overrun with the
or shop fronts, or to remind people on
leeches
vegetable
sucking
loranths
chairs, wardrobes, washstands, etc., in
entering a house to wipe their feet.
draining
their
continually
are
which
oilier parts of the world, supposed to
In fact, parrots might be made really
have been in it, as would iill a dozen juices and evidently fattening on the useful members of society.
trees
and
bushes
spoil.
exotic
These
houses of like proportions. For in- nave
no business Here; tney are inTHE DOG REFORMED.
stance, the bed on which Napoleon
truders.
If man protects them and dedied is to be found at the Invaliden, .t
stroys their enemies they can thrive, Turned Over a New Lent After a Nearly
.'íme. Tussaud's and at the (ivvle
I atnl Illness.
but if he abandons then tli-- y must permuseum. The very same bed is in the ish. Perhaps you are
Lovers of dogs will appreciate this
y an.l look
thin.
possession of Marquis de Biron, and of
for an orange, but among a doz. n trees amusing story culled from Dr. Kitchen's
the family of Marshal Bortrand. Prince
nota single fruit can be found, and memoir of the late bishop of Win?.Iiirat also lias it. It is needless to
chester. Of one of the bishop's pets he
never will be again.
state that all those beds are tho real
writes: "The dog was a creature of
and only authentic ones on which the
bad disposition, with many evil tricks
.BILLY'S BRIGHT IDEA.
great Corsiean breathed his last.
and ways. It was nursed by an old
In
HiH
Cor
Mother
Trunk
Helped
It
servant of the house through a bad illTucking.
oatly IVi'.'nm '8.
ness with the utmost care and affecThe Churchman has given us ISilly's
Mignonette, that at the moment Is a
tion, and when the creature" recovered
enough
valuable
is
surely
perfume greatly in favor for its deli- idea, which
it was found, to the surprise of all, to
cate and refreshing fragrance, is com- to be spread abroad. Ilia mother was have turned over a new leaf; it had beshe
while
and
seashore,
to
going
the
pounded as well froi.i some of this reghad
come perfectly
ular stock in the perfumer':; laboratory, was packing her trunks he was pop- forgotten or laid aside all tiresome
and even violet extract is
of ping in about every five minutes with trioles and ways, and was, as they said,
it due to the sweetness of cassie, orris something of his thut must be packed altogether another dog. After the ani-- l
and attar of almonds, though violet is also.
.al's death the servant who had been
"I'd like to help you, mother," he so kind to it seemed inconsolable, and
the most popular perfume. The true
fishing
to
his
pitch
preparing
once,
said
extract of the purple flower is made in
Mrs. Harold Brown, by way of cheerFrance, is coy LI y and only to be bought tackle in on his mother's lace gown, ing her, said to her: 'But, you know,
at a few places in New York. Its rare " 'cause you look so tired."
bishop thinku there may be another
"Never mind, Billy," said his mother, the
sweetness is expressed from tho violets
U for animals as well us for men, so
that grow at Cannes and (rasse. where catching the tackle. "I shall rest after '.';".t, perhaps, you will see him again,'
awhile. Packing is hard work for a
the mignonette attr.ins what, to AmeriL.n.i the poor woman, with tears in her
can eyes is unbelievable ptnjc'.io'.i of tall person, though, for it makes one
c;,vi. replied: 'I knew it, ma'am, I did,
size, color and odor, and v.vv the stoop so."
I didn't thin'; it was right to say so,
in
hands
Hilly,
his
with
said
"Why,"
roses owe their sweetness cMelly to the
now, if the bishop thinks so, too, 1
out
side,
bees, who sprinkle into their hoar::; the his pockets and his head on one
know it is all right with the poor
"why don't vou put the trunks upon
tivo.;.
pollen from tho li'.:...i'::v;
beast.' "

snake hooked his tail into his lip ami
tho two went awuy together.
"The opossum snake of Texas
feigns death if you tap it on the bffok
with a switch, anil sometimes when
you make a quick stroke at it und don't
touch it. The natives assert that n
badly seared opossum snake will remain quiescent until sunset, no matter
how early in the day you scare it, and
then it will glide olf at great speed. I
once frightened an opossum snake by
switching the ground near it. The
snake made believe it was lifeless, and
I hid in a dump of bushes and watched
it. It couldn't possibly have seen me,
and for an hour and forty minutes it
remained perfectly motionless.
It
lacked two hours and twenty minutes
of sundown, but I had concluded to
stay there and see whether the snake
would clear out. I lost the chance,
however, for within a few minutes a
pair of turkey buzzards lit on the snake
together. It began to squirm and Hop
and beat the grass, but it had waited a
little too long, for the buzzards pulled
it in two speedily, each sailing away
with a writhing half.
"At another time 1 watched an opossum snake for two hours, and was paid
for it a Jittle after sunset by seeing a
monster owl pounce upon it, tie in into
knots, and sail oír with it."
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PROFESSIONAL
BAIL

CARDS.

Ofllclnl

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.

Thomas R. Catron,
Delegate to Congress
W. T. Thornton,
Governor
The first of American Newspapers,
Lorlon Miller,
Secretary
Thomas Smith,
Chief Justice
. v. t'olller,
CHARLES A. DANA, Editor.
II. R. Hamilton,
N. B. I.uughlln,
Associates
0. 1). Hiuitz,
J
L. W. Lenoir, Clerk Third Judicial District
Charles F. Easley,
Surveyor General
('liarles M. Shannon,
The American Constitution, tho American
U. 8. Collector
B.
J.
U.S. District Attorney
Hcmmlngwuy,
Edward L. Hall,
U. S. Marshal Idea, the American Spirit. These first, lust.
H. W. Ltxmils,
Deputy U.S. Marshal
J. W. Fleming,
U. S. Coal Mine Inspector
J. H Walker. Santa Ke Register Land Olllce and all the timo, forever.
I'edro Delgado, Santa Fo Rec'v'r Lund Olllce
John D. Bryan, LasCruees Keg'r Lund Olllce Dally, by mall
$0 a year
J. P. Asen ruto, Las Cruces, Rec'v'r L'd Olllce
Rlchurd Young, Roswell
Heg'r Land Olllce
$8 a year
vi. u. rosgrove. Koswell, Kec v r Land olllce Dally and Sunday, by mall
W. W. Boyle. Clayton,
Keg'r Land Olllce
SI u year
H. C. I'lckels, Clayton,
Rec'v'r Land Olllco Tho Weekly

Spring streets.
SILVER CITY
NEW MEXICO.
TAMES S. FIELDER.

w

....

1

V

ATTORNEY AT LAW,

Olilcc In Uroadway Hotel.
-

SILVER CITY

PICKETT.

N. M.

ATTORNEY AT LAW,

SILVER CITY,

N.

M

H. HARLLEE.

A

ATTORNEY AT LAW.

SILVER CITY
TOWN

THE SUN.

ANCHETA,

&

Will pructico In all tlio courts of tho territory. Oflleo cornor Texus and

HL.

Directory.

N. M.

niVN

M.

ATTORNEY AT LAW.

Will practice In all tlio Courts of tlio

SILVER CITY.

Territory.
-

-

-

TERRITORIAL.

N. M.

J. P. Victory.
Solicitor General
p T. I'HILLIl'S,
J. H. Crist. Santa Fo.
District attorney
Young.
R,
L.
Las Cruces.
V PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Olllce ut Hullcy's drug Store. Rixims at T. N. Wllkerson. Alb'oue,
A. H. Ilurlleo. Silver City,
Dr. linlley's residence.
"
"
H. M, Duughcrty, Socorro,
SILVER CITY
is tho greatest Sunday Newspaper
N. M A. A. Jones. Las Vegas,
"
"
"
"
John Franklin, Eddy,
in the world.
Jose Segura,
Librarian
SECRET SOCIETIES.
U.S. Clancy,
Clerk Supreme Court
A. M
r.. ii. Hcrgiiiiinii.MipcrlnlciKlcnt I'enlteiitlnry Price 5c. a copy. By mail, $2 a year.
R Sllvni TMfv Pliiinto V.. o
T.
(Jeo. W. KnaelH3l,
Adjutant General
viwhiI. ..nú .... 1.1 W...I......
lililí. lir.iru p
Treasurer
flay evening of each montli. All companions Samuel Eldodt,
Address TIIK SUN, New York.
Auditor
Invited to attend.
E. Cosuiiove, 11. 1'. Marcelino Garcia,
Chavez,
Amado
Sunt,
of Schools
I'khiiy I!. Lady, Sec'y.
M. S. Hart,,
Coal Oil inspector
"

The Sunday Sun

1,

A

iV .

i.

V. & A. M.

Silver City Lodtie, No. 8. Meets lit Mason-l- c
Hall, over Silver City Nat'l Hank, the
COURT OF PRIVATE LAND CLAIMS.
lliursday evening on or before tlie full moon
Joseph R. Reed, of lowu. Chief Justice.
each mouth. All visiting lirothers Invited to
uttend.
Associate Justices Wilbur F. Stone, of CoC. Hennktt, W. M.
l'Kuitv B, Lady, Sec'y..
lorado: Tilomas C. Fuller of Nortli Carolina:
...... .u... ,., . II........ v,,
Willi,
,,f T.
ml .... Kln,,r
........
iumii..im;u,
iiiuiiiiji ...
iiuiuj
E. S.
Sluss. of Kansas.
0 Hllvi'i
i'lfu Pin.,,... v. i l? a
Matt G. Reynolds,
of Missouri. United
every 1st andad Tuesday in each month at states Attorney.
masonic llall. Mrs. E. 0. T. Warren, W. M.
Mus. Nei.i.y B. Lady, Sec'y.
i

LUMBAGO,
SCIATICA,

COUNTY.

I O.O.F.
I. Jas L.

Probate Judge
Treasurer
Probate Clerk
Sheriff
Collector
Assessor
Surveyor
Commissioner
Commissioner
Commissioner
School Superintendent

R. V. Newshum,
N. A. Bollch,
E. M. Young.

Uldgcly Encampment No. 1. meets
the 2d and 4th Wednesdays of each month.
Visiting patriarchs cordially Invited.
Baylor Shannon,
A. E. Atkins. C. P. A. B. Laird.
T. N. Ohllders,
J. J. Kelly, Scribe.
I O. O. F.
1 . Isaac
Tiffany Lodge. No. Ill, meets

at

G. R. Brown,
S. S. Brannln,

A. J. Clark.
lellows' llall. Bank building, Saturday ev- Tliomas Foster
enings. Momlicrsof the order cordially in- B. T. Link,
vited to attend.
F. P. Jones, N. Ü.
Charles G. Bei.l. Sec'y.
Odd

T O. O. F.

Invited.
J. J. Sheridan, K. R
A

0. U.

W,
W,

Mayor

OF EDUCATION.

O. N. Wood.

Wm. Briihm,
R. L. Powel.

J.E. White, CO

& S.

COUNCILMEN.
M. K. White.
Martin Maher

W.

Meets on the 1st and 3d
il
month. FWlow

Tuesday of each
workmen cordially Invited.

DEBILITY, Etc.

Treasurer
Clerk
Attorney
Marshal

HOARD

l.r OF P.
IV. Meets 2(1 and 4th Tuesday nights of each
month, tit Odd Fellow's llall. Visiting Knights

LAME BACK.

CITY

Fleming,
Carter.
Wm. F. Lorcnz,
Frank Wright.
C. L. Cantley,

J.
J.

! Helen Lodge, No. 7, Kcltckah Degree
Meetings second and fourth Friday nights in
each month, at hall of I. S. Tiffany Lodge No.
13. Bunk building.
Mus.M.A.Ciiilders.N. Ü.
Miss Pearl Dotson. Sec'y

4

RHEUMATISM,

Jas. Glllett.

Geo. 1). Jones.

WHY BE SICK
When a trifle will buy the greatest healing
invention of the day?
Nanden's Electric
Belt In a completo body battery for

Ir.

and guaranteed, or money
C. L. CANTLKY, M. F.
refunded. It will cure without medicino
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
E. M. Youno, Rec.
Itlivimiallsni, Lumbago, Nclatlca, I.amo
Hock, Kidney and Liver Complaints,
L. A.Skelly
chief Nervous
Debility, Weaknestt, I. onsen,
St. George Robinson
Assistant Chief
Silver City Post Olllce.
ol early IndlMCre
i . v. vt niuüiiii
r
K. u. Hose Co. Drains and all effect
or
excesM.
lion
Olllce open dally except Sunday from 8 n.m Steve Uhlo
To weak men It In tho
Foreman. J. W. F. Hose Co grenteat poMMlble
as the mild,
boon,
to T p. m.
v.
i'. i.orenz I'oreman. liook ami LadderCo Nuothlng
Open Sundays from to 11:40 a. m and one
electric current in applied
improveto
nerve
direct
the
rentera
hour after arrival of railway mall.
TOPEK A A.SANTA FE ments are felt from the llrst and
Money order department open dally except ATCHISON,
hour lined.
A
pocket
RAILROAD
TIME
edition
of
the celobrated electroSundays froniHu. m. to Up. m.
TABLE.
medical work,
Mall closes for Fort Bayard. Central. HanIn Effect August 8, 1894.
over, Georgetown and all railroad points dally at 11:40 a. m.
of Men,"
No. hoo.
No. 805.
Mall closes for Mogollón and all Intermediate points at 8 a. in., Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays.
Mull closes for Pinos Altos dally except
Sundays at 4:15 p. m.
Mall arrives from the east, west and south
daily at 4 p. in.
Mail urrK'i'u from Mnirnllnn imrl liit.i,t.tmwll- ii to points at 7 a. in., Wednesdays, Fridays
and Sundays.
Mall arrives from Pinos Altos dally except
Sundays at 0:;m a. in.
L. A.

Skklly. Postmaster

i

I

Arrives.

DESTINATION.

4:00 p. m.
"
1:10
"
12:40
ll:4.r. n. m.
"
10:40
"
8:05
5:20 a. in.

Silver City
Demlng
Nutt

I.eave.

Rincón
Lus Cruces
El Paso

John

11.

Departs.

10:10
12:40
12:50
1:40
H:20
5:08
7:40

a. m.
p. in.
a. in.
p. ni.

"
"

p. m.

Arrives.
Mimmik, Agent.

"Three Classes

Illustrated, is sent free, sealed, by mall upon
application. Every young, middle-aire- d
or old man suffering the slightest weakness
should read it. It will show an eny, nr
and Npeedy way to regain Ntrengln and
.

healtli when everything else

Iiiim

failed.

TheSANDEN ELECTRIC CO.,

No. 926 Sixteenth St., Denver, Col.
Also New York, Chicago A London, Eng.
Largest
Concern In the Worldl
Electro-Medic-

al

